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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Phylogenetic and Genomic Characterization of the Host-Pathogen Arms Race Between Bacterial
Pathogens and Gossypium hirsutum
by
Anne Z. Phillips
Doctor of Philosophy in Biology and Biomedical Sciences
Plant and Microbial Biosciences
Washington University in St. Louis, 2019
Professor Rebecca Bart, Chair
Hosts and pathogens are eternally intertwined in an evolutionary arms race. When a
pathogen causes a disease outbreak, scientists must identify resistance strategies that can durably
tilt the arms race in favor of the host. This requires a deep understanding of both the genetic and
environmental contexts in which the outbreak occurs. In this thesis I investigate the bacterial
pathogens Xanthomonas citri pv. malvacearum (Xcm) and Pseudomonas syringae that caused
disease outbreaks on Gossypium hirsutum from 2011-2017. I use pathogen genomics and host
transcriptomics to develop hypotheses for how these pathogens emerged and how they cause
disease. Phylogenetics and virulence factor analysis reveal few differences between
contemporary and historical isolates. Data on agricultural practices point to changing germplasm
dynamics as a reason for disease re-emergence. These data led to a RNA-Seq experiment that
identified several new candidate susceptibility genes including four SWEET sugar transporters
and two Mildew Locus-O homologs that have been used to confer resistance to bacterial
pathogens in other systems. As an alternative approach, a diversity panel of 52 cotton varieties
was screened to reveal seven sources of resistance that can be used to prevent Xcm outbreaks in

x

the future. While no resistance strategies have been identified for P. syringae, several virulence
factors such as the type IV pilus and filamentous hemagglutinin were identified, which show
evolutionary markers of a function in the host-pathogen arms race. These data are pivotal for
determining the best strategies for developing durable host resistance strategies. Future work will
focus on developing resistant varieties of cotton and performing reverse genetics to confirm the
identities of virulence factors that contribute to pathogen fitness.

xi

Chapter 1: The Host-Pathogen Arms Race
1.1 Abstract
Hosts and pathogens are continuously evolving new attack and defense strategies. This
type of coevolution, termed the host-pathogen arms race, has been a topic of research for
decades. Pathogen virulence factors and host resistance strategies, as well as the evolutionary
mechanisms that influence them, determine who gains the upper hand. Furthermore, when the
environment is factored in to this equation, hypotheses can be made for how disease outbreaks
occur and strategies can be established for developing durable resistance. Here I describe the
status of the field of the host-pathogen arms race in the context of the plant pathogens
Xanthomonas and Pseudomonas. Both bacterial pathogen genomes encode many virulence
factors that trigger both pattern-triggered immunity and effector-triggered immunity in host
plants, making them ideal models for investigating the host-pathogen arms race. The data
presented here inform the scientific questions and experimental designs that are applied in this
thesis where I investigate the arms races between the bacterial pathogens Xanthomonas citri pv.
malvacearum (Xcm) and Pseudomonas syringae and the host cotton (Gossypium hirsutum).

1.2 Introduction
When disease outbreaks occur in an agricultural environment, scientists and farmers work
together to tilt the host-pathogen arms race in favor of the host. This requires understanding both
the genetic mechanisms underlying the host-pathogen interaction as well as the environmental
context in which it is occurring. In my thesis I will provide evidence for how each of the three
sides of the disease triangle (the pathogen, host, and environment) contribute to disease by
investigating recent bacterial disease outbreaks on cotton in the US. Here I describe the current
1

knowledge of 1) Pathogen virulence mechanisms and how they evolve, 2) Host resistance
strategies and how they are developed, and 3) How the environment can help or hurt hostpathogen interactions.
Hosts and pathogens are continuously intertwined in a co-evolutionary arms race1,2. This
arms race begins with pattern triggered immunity (PTI), the initial recognition of pathogens by
host extracellular receptors 3. Host extracellular receptors evolve to recognize conserved
pathogen molecular patterns and the pathogen evolves to evade this recognition 4. If the pathogen
successfully evolves around this line of defense and is able to inject effectors into a host cell, it
will then encounter the second line of defense: effector triggered immunity (ETI) 5,6. Similar to
PTI, in ETI, host intercellular receptors evolve to recognize pathogen effectors, which then
evolve around this recognition in order to once again trigger disease 7,8. While many recent
studies cast doubt on the explicit delineation between PTI and ETI, it is nearly universally agreed
upon that both levels of the host-pathogen arms race lead to reciprocal selective pressure 9–11.
The cyclical, continuous nature of this interaction has been named the Red Queen Hypothesis in
which “it takes all the running you can do to keep in the same place” 12,13.
This model of pathogen-host interactions is termed the “Zig-Zag” model 3. It emphasizes
the back-and-forth interactions between hosts and pathogens as well as how ETI can trigger a
stronger resistance response than PTI. However, PTI and ETI are not always strictly separated.
For example, PTI can sometimes trigger a hypersensitive response (HR) and some effectors can
be recognized in the apoplastic space rather than in the cytoplasm 14,15. Recent articles have
attempted to develop a new model called the “Spatial Invasion” model 9,10. This model takes into
consideration the complexities and exceptions to the PTI/ETI delineation. It also groups together
all bacterial proteins recognized by the host immune system as invasion patterns and all host
2

receptors that recognize these patterns as invasion pattern receptors. Both models work on the
underlying principle that there is a constant arms race happening between host and pathogen and
whoever has the better arsenal “wins”.
Understanding this battle and the elements that determine the winner are pivotal for
developing durable resistance strategies. The evolution of new pathogen virulence factors occurs
through three main mechanisms: horizontal gene transfer (HGT), recombination, and
pathoadaptation. Horizontal gene transfer is the mechanism by which genetic material moves
from one organism to another through transformation, transduction through phages, or
conjugation 16. Recombination involves exchange of genetic material between organisms or
within the same organism, causing pathogenicity island movement, multiplication, or excision 17.
Pathoadaptation, derived from the term pathogenicity-adaptive, represents the small single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) and insertion and deletion (INDEL) mutations acquired
vertically over time that enhance bacterial virulence 18,19. On the host side, the same mechanisms
are used to generate new resistance genes and shut down susceptibility genes, but to a lesser
extent. For example, host nucleotide-binding and leucine-rich repeat (NLR) resistance genes
frequently undergo recombination and smaller SNP/INDEL changes, but horizontal gene transfer
is less frequent 20,21 .
In nature disease is the exception not the rule. Disease requires a virulent pathogen, a
susceptible host, and a conducive environment. This phenomenon, called the disease triangle, is
the framework around which I investigate the mechanisms of disease emergence and contribute
to the development of durable resistance strategies.

3

1.3 Players in the plant-pathogen arms race and how to
pick the winning side
1.3.1 Plant pathogens and their virulence mechanisms: Xanthomonas and
Pseudomonas
Xanthomonas and Pseudomonas plant pathogens
In order to develop durable resistance, you first need to know the identity of the pathogen
and the conserved virulence factors being deployed. Two of the most widespread and widely
studied plant pathogen genera are Xanthomonas and Pseudomonas. Both genera consist of gram
negative rod-shaped Gammaproteobacteria that infect a wide range of plants that span from
monocots such as rice and wheat to dicots such as kale, tomatoes, and beans 22,23. Many species
also survive as environmental isolates in the water system and as plant epiphytes 23–25. Others
survive as opportunistic human pathogens 26,27. The plasticity of niches that these pathogens
inhabit makes them particularly difficult to eradicate from an environment.
Traditionally, Pseudomonas and Xanthomonas pathovars are characterized using physical
characteristics tests, pathogenicity tests on suspected hosts, and hypersensitive response tests on
tobacco 28. However, modern sequencing techniques have allowed for Pseudomonas and
Xanthomonas pathogens to be divided into phylogroups based on Multi Locus Sequence Typing
analysis 29–33. This method uses concatenated regions of neutrally evolving housekeeping genes
to develop phylogenetic trees, which allows for faster, more accurate identification of pathogens.
Pathovar host ranges are generally reported to be narrow, limited to one species or a
subset of varieties within a species 22,34. Exceptions include P. syringae pathovars in phylogroup
2 that infect hosts ranging from monocots to dicots and X. campestris pv. campestris isolates that
infect the full range of brassica species 35,36. Understanding the host range of a pathogen can aid

4

in the identification of pathogen reservoirs and ultimately aid in the development of the best host
resistance strategies.
Due to the ubiquity of these pathogens and their importance in agriculture, there is a great
depth of knowledge of their mechanisms of virulence. However, there are still many gaps in
knowledge centered around how pathogens of non-model hosts evolve and how new outbreaks
occur.
Virulence factors
The potential of a pathogen to cause disease is determined by its genetically encoded
virulence factors. Virulence factors are the weapons that pathogens deploy in the host-pathogen
arms race. Understanding the identities of these weapons as well as the diversity of weapons
used across the pathogen population helps scientists decide which resistance strategies to use to
fight back. Xanthomonads and Pseudomonads deploy many different tools that range from small
systems such as ice nucleators to large biosynthetic pathways that produce phytotoxins and
hormone mimics to massive, multi-part secretion systems that inject multiple effectors into host
cells. In most bacterial pathogens, virulence factors are organized in pathogenicity islands. Here I
use the definition of pathogenicity island described by Hacker et al. as a genomic region that: i)
Contains many virulence genes, ii) Is present in pathogenic strains and less common in lesspathogenic strains, iii) Has a different GC content than the surrounding genome, iv) Occupies a
large genomic region v) Has compact genes and is flanked by direct repeats, vi) Has tRNA genes
and/or insertion sequence elements at its boundaries, vii) Is present near mobile genes such as
integrases or transposases, and viii) Is not stable48. These characteristics make it easy to identify
which virulence factors are in each genome and allow us to hypothesize the evolutionary history
of the virulence island.
5

In plant-pathogen interactions, and particularly in Xanthomonas/Pseudomonas disease
interactions, the most well studied virulence mechanism is the type three secretion system
(T3SS) 37,38. This system consists of a needle-like structure that can pierce through the host cell
membrane. The needle delivers type three effectors (T3E), which promote pathogen growth and
disease progression in many ways. The ability of these pathogens to cause disease on plants is
directly related to the activity of the HR and pathogenicity (hrp) and HR and conserved (hrc)
genes that encode the type three secretion system and its effectors. These systems are highly
conserved. T3SS are present in most if not all gram negative plant pathogens such as
Pseudomonas, Xanthomonas, Erwinia, and Ralstonia as well as animal pathogens such as
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Salmonella, Yersinia, Shigella 37,39. Interestingly, the beneficial plant
microbes Rhizobia and Pseudomonas fluorescens also have T3SS. Therefore, the presence of a
T3SS does not automatically deem a bacterium a pathogen 40–42.
The mechanisms regulating the expression of the T3SS determine the behavior of the
microbes in the presence of a host. For many plant pathogens, quorum sensing, as well as
environmental stimuli such as pH, carbon source, micronutrients availability, osmolarity, and
temperature work together to coordinate the expression of the T3SS 5. This allows for a direct
and organized attack against the host. In Pseudomonas syringae, T3Es are up regulated in unison
by HrpL, an alternative sigma factor 43–45. In other pathogens such as Xanthomonads, the
transcription factors that up regulate T3SS components are more varied, but they are often
triggered by the same environmental clues 46–48.
Within pathogens, the number and identity of T3Es varies greatly, even within the same
species. The model pathogen Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000 has approximately 30
T3Es, while one strain of Pseudomonas syringae pv. japonica only encodes nine 49.
6

Xanthomonads are also well studied for their use of a wide range of effectors that target host
systems such as sugar export, apoplast ion balance, the regulation of PTI and ETI, and the
cytoskeletal network23,37,50–52. Many of these effector families are shared with Pseudomonads and
other bacterial pathogens, illustrating their importance in pathogen virulence 53. However,
knocking out individual effectors rarely affects the disease phenotype. This indicates that many
effectors may have functional redundancy or work together to generate a phenotype 54–57.
Alternatively, some effectors may only be needed during certain environmental conditions or
hosts 34. For example, the human pathogen Salmonella enterica encodes two functioning T3SSs
with corresponding sets of effectors 8. The Salmonella Pathogenicity Island 1 (SPI-1) T3SS and
effectors are deployed during the initial invasion of intestinal epithelial cells 58,59. Then, once the
bacteria are engulfed by macrophages, the second T3SS (SPI-2) is induced to promote survival
within the macrophage 60. Therefore, understanding the identity and regulation of virulence
factors are important for combatting multi-leveled arms races.
In addition to the T3SS, Pseudomonads and Xanthomonads encode a variety of tools to
enhance disease, including the production of phytohormones, extracellular polysaccharides,
toxins, cell wall degrading enzymes, and effectors secreted by additional secretion systems.
Therefore, while the T3SS and effectors often determine pathogen host range, other virulence
factors can also contribute to pathogenicity and interactions with the environment. This
information is pivotal for understanding how the pathogen fights back in the host-pathogen
evolutionary arms race.
Pathogen evolution
Understanding the identity of virulence factors present in a pathogen helps breeders to
identify which resistance strategies to deploy. However, this information is useless unless they
7

understand the variability in the pathogen population and how virulence factors evolve.
Otherwise they run the risk of deploying a resistance strategy that can be rapidly overcome by
pathogen evolution. For example, in may systems disrupting the interaction between a
Xanthomonas Transcription Activator-Like effector and target host susceptibility gene confer
resistance to the host 50,61. However, further analysis revealed that field isolates of Xanthomonas
deploy a suite of rapidly evolving TAL effectors that target many different susceptibility genes
62,63

. Therefore, disrupting one effector-host gene interaction would not confer resistance to the

many Xanthomonas effectors present in the pathogen population. In this section I illustrate how
virulence factors evolve and the consequences for host immunity.
Rapid gain in pathogenicity through HGT of a pathogenicity island
One hypothesis for how novel pathogens evolve is through the acquisition of the T3SS
and effectors by non-pathogenic strains through a large, single horizontal gene transfer event.
This hypothesis has been bolstered by evidence such as the divergent GC content and
evolutionary relationships of T3SSs that indicate horizontal gene transfer, as well as their
frequent positioning on transmissible plasmids 41. However, at least one group has found that
single HGT events may not be enough for pathogenicity to develop, and in fact they may be
counter-productive 25.
Mobile effectors
Smaller, single gene presence/absence changes in virulence repertoires are more common
and can have major effects on bacterial pathogenicity. The mechanisms of these effector profile
changes are diverse. When a bacterium gains an effector from horizontal gene transfer, it can
rapidly expand its host range and result in devastating crop losses 64–66. This is because the
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effector has already evolved to trigger disease and win the arms race against the host. Therefore,
presence of the effector in a new pathogen can instantly confer pathogenicity to this host.
Novel effectors are also created through within-genome rearrangements. Due to the
modular nature of T3Es (N-terminal T3SS domain and C-terminal functional domains), new
effectors can be generated through the shuffling of effector domains 67. This process, called
terminal reassortment, is supported by the distinct phylogenetic lineages of many effector
domains as well as the ability of some effectors to be post-translationally processed into two
distinct proteins with different functions 67. For example, SipA, a T3E of Salmonella enterica,
activates a caspase that cleaves SipA 68. This cleavage of SipA releases the C-terminal domain
that aids in bacterial entry into epithelial cells and a N-terminal domain that extracellularly
induces disease progression, both of which are necessary for pathogenicity 68.
Horizontal gene transfer and recombination are catalyzed by the positioning of virulence
factors within prophage sequences and next to mobile elements 69–72. These mobile pathogenicity
islands can influence the pathogenicity of the bacterium, its race, and even its host range 64,71.
Therefore, when assessing a pathogenic population, horizontal gene transfers and recombinations
are investigated as potential markers of virulence factor evolution. These data have led to the
practice of pyramiding resistance genes in host germplasm and within a field 73,74. This often
makes germplasm durable against the target pathogen for many more years. However, this
custom is not practiced in all host-pathogen systems 73.
Selective pressure/within gene evolution
Evidence of the host-pathogen arms race is not only seen with effector presence/absence
changes or effector rearrangements, but also in smaller effector sequence variations. These types
of changes rarely generate a pathogenicity change as quickly as horizontal gene transfer or
9

recombination because they are limited by the rate of random mutation within the host. However,
they play an important role in the ability of a pathogen to evade detection in the ever continuing
arms race 75. This evolutionary process, deemed pathoadaptation, is caused by small changes
(SNPs and INDELs) generated through mutation in vertically inherited effectors 19. The location,
frequency, and types of these changes act as signatures of selection caused by the host-pathogen
arms race.
Selective pressure from the arms race can be steep for T3Es due to their often direct
interactions with host components. The T3SS is often under functional constraint, leading to
purifying selection and low nucleotide diversity 76,77. However, the effectors and the parts of the
T3SS that physically interact with the host are often under positive selection and diversifying
selection due to their intimate interactions with host defenses 7,76,77. Positive selection is defined
by an advantageous allele sweeping a population. This is represented by an increase in the
number of nonsynonymous mutations compared to synonymous mutations at a location. In the
plant-pathogen arms race, positive selection often occurs when an allele or set of alleles is being
selected for due to its benefits to pathogen fitness 7,18,78. On the other hand, diversifying selection
is defined by an increase in the accumulation of mutations at a region of interest. This can
indicate that the presence of multiple alleles in a population may confer evolutionary fitness over
a single allele. In this case, diversifying selection is often a marker of the arms race itself because
multiple alleles make it difficult for the host to evolve pathogen recognition and trigger a defense
response 49,76,77. Both selective pressures are found within the T3SS as well as other virulence
factors that directly interact with host proteins. The outcome of this selection depends on the
balance between the selective pressure against retention of the virulence factor due to host
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recognition and the selective pressure for retention of the virulence factor due to its contribution
to pathogen survival.
Each mechanism of pathogen evolution has the potential to tilt the arms race in favor of
the pathogen, causing a disease outbreak. While this evolutionary arms race cannot be stopped,
understanding which virulence factors evolve quickly can inform which resistance strategies to
choose for a pathosystem.

1.3.2 Using the arms race to our advantage: The host side of the disease
triangle
Host susceptibility factors
Many mechanisms that effectors use to induce susceptibility can be leveraged against the
pathogen. For example, susceptibility genes are host genes that are up regulated by pathogens
during disease and confer fitness to the pathogen. Once identified, the interaction between
pathogen and susceptibility gene can be disrupted in order to tilt the host-pathogen arms race
back in favor of the host.
For example, the promoters of host SWEET sugar transporter genes are bound to and up
regulated by Xanthomonas Transcription Activator-Like (TAL) effectors in both rice and cassava
50,61

. When these interactions are disrupted, disease symptoms are greatly diminished. However,

in order for this to be a successful strategy in the field, the plants still have to produce as much
yield as their susceptible counterparts. Unfortunately, there are often adverse effects on plant
growth and flowering when sugar transporters are knocked out 79–82. Therefore, many groups are
now working on strategies to specifically interrupt the binding of the TAL effectors to
susceptibility gene promoters using CRISPR 83. This would allow for the native expression of the
susceptibility gene to remain intact while making it inaccessible to the pathogen.
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Another canonical susceptibility gene is the Mildew Locus O (MLO) gene. This gene was
first identified in 1942 when a barley X-ray mutagenesis screen identified a mutant with
increased resistance to powdery mildew, caused by the fungus Blumeria graminis f. sp. hordei84.
While the biochemical mechanism of the MLO protein is still unknown, the broad-spectrum
resistance is tied to the inhibition of pathogen penetration into host cells 85,86. Since its discovery,
mutations in this gene family have been found to confer resistance to many diseases, including
Xanthomonas 85,87. However, like SWEET genes, many mutants show decreased vigor and
therefore cannot be used as resistance strategies in the field. Further research is required to
understand why MLO-mediated disease resistance is so powerful and why some species show
pleiotropic effects and others do not.
Both of these families of susceptibility genes can be mutated to confer broad-spectrum
resistance against pathogens. Therefore they are ideal candidates for the development of new
resistant varieties as long as two conditions are met: 1) Little to no pleiotropic effects are found
and 2) These genes are targeted by all known isolates of a pathogen.
Host resistance strategies
The most common strategy for preventing disease progression in a field is the
deployment of resistance genes. In contrast to susceptibility genes, many canonical resistance
genes confer evolutionarily weak resistance against only certain races of a pathogen 88,89. In fact,
resistance genes categorize pathogen isolates into races according to which resistance genes an
isolate can or cannot overcome 90. However, despite their lack of durability, these canonical
resistance genes are widely used throughout many agricultural systems due to the strength of the
resistance incurred 89.
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For example, at least 20 resistance loci have been identified in Gossypium hirsutum
(upland cotton) 91,92. In cotton and in other species, pyramiding resistance genes can make
resistances strategies more broad and durable 93. However, this does not always cause the
resistance response to be stronger 93. Despite progress in both the public and private sector, none
of the causal genes have been cloned 94. This is likely due to the large, tetraploid nature of the
genome as well as the low genetic diversity among cultivars.
On a molecular level, these resistance genes are triggered via recognition of the T3SS and
effectors. In a gene-for-gene interaction, a host protein can either directly or indirectly recognize
the presence of a pathogen protein inside of the cell and trigger a rapid cell death (hypersensitive
response)90. This restricts the movement of the pathogen and its ability to multiply in the host 95.
In nature this response is microscopic. However, large-scale infiltrations allow this response to
be viewed with the naked eye. This is often the cause of host-range restrictions that separate
pathovars (strains that cause disease on different host species) as well as races (strains that cause
disease on different panels of host cultivars within one species)90.
A classic example that illustrates how interconnected gene-for-gene interactions can be is
the interaction between Arabidopsis thaliana and the P. syringae AvrRpt2 effector. The effector
AvrRpm1 triggers a hypersensitive response when its modification of host protein RIN4 is
recognized by resistance gene RPM1 96. However, many P. syringae strains have evolved around
this resistance with the gain of effector AvrRpt2, which blocks the hypersensitive response and
promotes disease 9796. This kind of complex interaction demonstrates how the host-pathogen
arms race is constantly in motion and can select for multi-layered virulence strategies.
Elucidating the identities of resistance genes and their genomic context will aid breeding
practices and gene editing techniques. While the interactions between host resistance genes and
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pathogen virulence genes may be complicated and prone to breaking down, they are the most
common form of resistance in germplasm and are durable when multiple genes are pyramided
together.

1.3.3 Leveraging the third side of the disease triangle (The environment) to
reduce disease
The third side of the disease triangle, the environment, is a complex variable in
agricultural ecosystems. It encompasses not only the weather but also the nearby flora and fauna,
microbial community, and us! Farming practices, seed movement, and irrigation all contribute to
the equation of whether or not disease will occur (and who wins the arms race).
The epidemiology of plant pathogens is still a burgeoning field that must synthesize
genetic, supply chain, weather, and farming information from across the globe 98,99. Current
outbreaks of wheat blast disease and bacterial canker of tomato have been linked to the
dissemination of contaminated seed 100–102. While this form of disease transmission can be
restricted through the methods of seed lot testing and regulation of seed movement, restriction of
other mechanisms of transmission such as wind and insect dispersal are less feasible 103,104. As
Maraite et al explain, it is extremely important to understand the source of disease outbreaks
because only then can you form effective control practices. For instance, if disease on sugar beet,
wheat, and other crops was caused by the same ubiquitous bacteria, it would minimize the
importance of seed sequestration and sterilization and emphasize the importance of proper crop
rotation 105. In addition, the revelation that many Xanthomonas and Pseudomonas strains thrive
in water systems has led to changes in irrigation practices 36,106,107
The agricultural practice of applying fungicides and nematocides to crops has greatly
improved yields in many agricultural systems 108. However, concerns over fungicide resistance
and environmental health and safety are growing 109. In addition, there are very few chemical
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applications that have been approved to control bacterial disease. The only known EPA approved
antibiotics for agricultural use were recently approved for controlling huanglongbing, the
destructive bacterial disease that has been decimating orange groves in Florida. However, there
is very little scientific evidence of the safety, efficacy, or environmental effects of this treatment
110

. There is some evidence that agricultural practices such as acid delinting cotton seeds may

help control the spread of seed borne Xcm 111. However, other groups suggest that pathogen
overwintering on weeds may also contribute to Xcm outbreaks 112. Therefore, while many
farming practices can prevent the spread of bacterial pathogens and limit its severity, genetic
resistance is the most durable and commonly used mechanism for preventing outbreaks.

1.4 Model diseases investigated in this thesis
1.4.1 Cotton and its diseases
Cotton is the world’s largest fiber crop. It is grown in 171 countries and territories and
generated nearly $59 billion dollars in exports in 2018 113. The US is the world’s second largest
exporter, responsible for $8.4 billion dollars in exports on its own.
Many different pathogens infect cotton, ranging from fungi such as Fusarium oxysporum
and Verticillium dahliae to viruses such as cotton blue disease (Polerovirus) and leaf curl virus
disease (Begomovirus) to the bacterial blight pathogen Xanthomonas citri pv. malvacearum
(Xcm). These diseases equated to approximately 900 million dollars in losses in 2017 114.
Mechanisms of fighting these diseases include monetarily and environmentally expensive
fungicide treatments as well as crop rotation, equipment sterilization, and tailored irrigation
techniques such as drip irrigation 106,115. However, the most effective mechanism for fighting
against disease is breeding for resistance.
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1.4.2 Xanthomonas and Pseudomonas diseases of cotton
Cotton bacterial blight, caused by Xanthomonas citri pv. malvacearum (Xcm), was first
identified in the US over 100 years ago 116. Since then, multiple sources of resistance have been
identified 91. Cotton bacterial blight often starts as angular water soaking spots on leaves,
bordered by veins 117. It then can become a systemic disease, spreading to the petioles and stems
through the vasculature, causing black arm rot 117. It triggers measurable yield losses when
lodging (breaking), cotton boll rot, and/or overall fitness reduction occurs. Once a field becomes
infected with this pathogen, there is little to nothing that a farmer can do to protect the crop from
yield loss. This emphasizes the importance of 1) breeding known resistance loci into farmerpreferred varieties and 2) identifying novel resistance strategies. In the US, genetic resistance
was effective against all present races of the pathogen for decades 91. However, beginning in
2011, extension scientists and farmers began identifying this disease in their fields again 63. It
was initially unclear whether this new outbreak was triggered by a change in the host, pathogen,
or environmental side of the disease triangle.
In 2016, pathogenicity screens of bacteria isolated from cotton resulted in the
identification of an isolate that produced symptoms dramatically different from Xcm. Koch’s
postulates and MLST analysis identified this pathogen as Pseudomonas syringae 118. Unlike
Xcm, almost nothing is known about this pathogen. Reports of a P. syringae pathogen of cotton
are sparse and until recently only published in bulletins and conference proceedings 118–120. It
was initially unclear whether this new Pseudomonas outbreak stemmed from historical outbreaks
or another source.

1.5 Chapter summary, significance, and scope
The host-pathogen arms race is a complex and multi-faceted system. In order to tilt the
arms race in favor of the host, scientists must piece together 1) Which pathogen virulence factors
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are being deployed, 2) Which host resistance strategies are available, and 3) how the
environment/farming practices will influence this interaction. Furthermore, to make the puzzle
more complicated, scientists must predict how the evolutionary arms race will affect the hostpathogen interaction in years to come. While much is known about host-pathogen interactions in
model systems such as the interaction between Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000 and
Arabidopsis thaliana, relatively little is known about how this information can be applied in an
agricultural setting. Disease outbreaks represent a unique opportunity for combining new
techniques such as real-time long-read sequencing and RNA-Seq with classical techniques such
as disease assays and resistance screening in order to determine which side of the disease triangle
broke down in order to allow disease to occur.
In my thesis I provide explanations for disease emergence by investigating the hostpathogen arms race between upland cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) and two bacterial pathogens:
Xanthomonas citri pv. malvacearum (Xcm) and Pseudomonas syringae. I achieve this by 1)
Performing phylogenetics to illuminate the identity, evolutionary history and diversity of the
pathogen, 2) Using comparative genomics to determine pathogen virulence factors that correlate
with disease phenotypes, 3) Screening host germplasm for resistance and putative susceptibility
factors, and 4) Identifying markers of selection in the pathogen that represent the ongoing hostpathogen arms race.
The results of this thesis contribute important information for understanding how
emerging and re-emerging pathogens causes disease on cotton and will lay the groundwork for
future research that ultimately aims to identify durable genetic resistance.
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Chapter 2: Genomics-Enabled Analysis of
the Emergent Disease Cotton Bacterial Blight
This chapter was previously published in the journal PLoS Genetics as:
Phillips AZ, Berry JC*, Wilson MC*, Vijayaraghavan A, Burke J, Bunn JI, Allen TW, Wheeler
T, and Bart RS. (2017) Genomics-enabled analysis of the emergent disease cotton bacterial
blight. PLoS Genet 13(9): e1007003. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pgen.1007003

2.1 Personal contributions
This manuscript was the product of a collaboration among several talented scientists. As
first author, I coordinated the project as a whole and contributed in the form of experimental
design and execution, data collection, data analysis, figure generation, and writing. My
contributions to experimental design and data analysis included identifying which Xanthomonas
strains would be sequenced and investigated to determine if a race or host shift had occurred. I
then generated a multi locus sequence typing phylogeny that demonstrated that a host shift had
not occurred. I also curated an effector table and performed disease assays that showed that a
host shift did not occur. Subsequently I assembled disease incidence reports and cotton planting
statistics from extension scientists and federal databases to determine how fast the disease spread
over time and to demonstrate that disease progression correlated with the proportion of
susceptible varieties planted. I collected additional data through taking representative
photographs of disease symptoms from the field as well as symptoms generated in the laboratory
in order to characterize the many symptoms of the disease and the range of symptom severity
that individual pathogens cause. This aided in the identification of two phenotypically and
phylogenetically distinct Xcm strains that I further genetically characterized through genome
alignments and Transcription Activator-Like (TAL) effector characterization. This allowed me to
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identify TAL binding sites in the promoters of putative host susceptibility genes. I performed
TAL effector westerns to support these data and demonstrate that many TAL effectors are
expressed. I then helped design an RNA-Seq experiment with these two strains and two
genetically divergent cotton varieties in order to identify susceptibility genes. My analysis of the
resulting gene expression data resulted in the identification of several putative SWEET and
Mildew Locus-O susceptibility genes. At the culmination of this project, I wrote the manuscript
and generated and assembled all figures with the exception of the Circos plot in Fig. 4, the venn
diagram in Figure 6c, and the plots in Figure 7, where images were generated to my
specifications.

2.2 Abstract
Cotton bacterial blight (CBB), an important disease of (Gossypium hirsutum) in the early
20th century, had been controlled by resistant germplasm for over half a century. Recently, CBB
re-emerged as an agronomic problem in the United States. Here, we report analysis of cotton
variety planting statistics that indicate a steady increase in the percentage of susceptible cotton
varieties grown each year since 2009. Phylogenetic analysis revealed that strains from the current
outbreak cluster with race 18 Xanthomonas citri pv. malvacearum (Xcm) strains. Illumina based
draft genomes were generated for thirteen Xcm isolates and analyzed along with 4 previously
published Xcm genomes. These genomes encode 24 conserved and nine variable type three
effectors. Strains in the race 18 clade contain 3 to 5 more effectors than other Xcm strains. SMRT
sequencing of two geographically and temporally diverse strains of Xcm yielded circular
chromosomes and accompanying plasmids. These genomes encode eight and thirteen distinct
transcription activator-like effector genes. RNA-sequencing revealed 52 genes induced within
two cotton cultivars by both tested Xcm strains. This gene list includes a homeologous pair of
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genes, with homology to the known susceptibility gene, MLO. In contrast, the two strains of Xcm
induce different clade III SWEET sugar transporters. Subsequent genome wide analysis revealed
patterns in the overall expression of homeologous gene pairs in cotton after inoculation by Xcm.
These data reveal novel insights into the Xcm-G. hirsutum disease complex and strategies for
future development of resistant cultivars.

2.3 Author summary
Cotton bacterial blight (CBB), caused by Xanthomonas citri pv. malvacearum (Xcm),
significantly limited cotton yields in the early 20th century but has been controlled by classical
resistance genes for more than 50 years. In 2011, the pathogen re-emerged with a vengeance. In
this study, we compare diverse pathogen isolates and cotton varieties to further understand the
virulence mechanisms employed by Xcm and to identify promising resistance strategies. We
generate fully contiguous genome assemblies for two diverse Xcm strains and identify pathogen
proteins used to modulate host transcription and promote susceptibility. RNA-sequencing of
infected cotton reveals novel putative gene targets for the development of durable Xcm
resistance. Together, the data presented reveal contributing factors for CBB re-emergence in the
U.S. and highlight several promising routes towards the development of durable resistance
including classical resistance genes and potential manipulation of susceptibility targets.

2.4 Introduction
Upland cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.) is the world’s leading natural fiber crop. Cotton
is commercially grown in over 84 countries, and in the United States, is responsible for $74
billion annually1,2. Numerous foliar diseases affect cotton throughout the world’s cotton growing
regions. Historically, one of the most significant foliar diseases has been bacterial blight, caused
by Xanthomonas citri pv. malvacearum. Cotton bacterial blight significantly limited cotton yield
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in the late 20th century. In the 1940’s and 1950’s, breeders identified and introgressed multiple
resistance loci into elite germplasm3-5. This strategy proved durable for over half a century. In
2011, cotton bacterial blight (CBB) returned and caused significant losses to farmers in the
southern United States, including in Arkansas and Mississippi. Nonetheless, CBB has received
little research focus during the last several decades because, prior to 2011, losses from this
disease were not substantial. Modern molecular and genomic technologies can now be employed
expeditiously to deduce the underlying cause of the disease re-emergence and pinpoint optimized
routes towards the development of durable resistance.
CBB is caused by X. citri pv. malvacearum (Xcm); however, the pathogen has previously
been placed within other species groupings6-9. The Xcm pathovar can be further divided into at
least 19 races according to virulence phenotypes on a panel of historical cotton cultivars: Acala44, Stoneville 2B-S9, Stoneville 20, Mebane B-1, 1-10B, 20-3, and 101-102.B10,11. Historically,
the most common race observed in the U.S. has been race 18, which was first isolated in 197312.
This race is highly virulent, causing disease on all cultivars in the panel except for 101-102.B.
However, this diagnostic panel of cotton varieties used to race type strains is no longer available
from the USDA/ARS, Germplasm Resources Information Network (GRIN).
CBB can occur at any stage in the plant’s life cycle and on any aerial organ. Typical
symptoms include seedling blight as either pre- or post-emergent damping-off, black arm on
petioles and stems, water-soaked spots on leaves and bracts, and most importantly boll rot10. The
most commonly observed symptoms are the angular-shaped lesions on leaves that can coalesce
and result in a systemic infection. Disease at each of these stages can cause yield losses either by
injury to the plant or direct damage to the boll. No effective chemical treatments for the disease
have been released to date. Methods to reduce yield loss as a result of CBB include acid delinting
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cotton seed prior to planting, field cultivation practices to reduce sources of overwintering
inoculum and planting cultivars with known sources of resistance3,4,8,13,14.
Xanthomonads assemble the type three secretion system (T3SS), a needle-like structure,
to inject diverse type three effectors (T3Es) into the plant cell to suppress immunity and promote
disease15-19. For example, transcription activator-like (TAL) effectors influence the expression
levels of host genes by binding directly to promoters in a sequence-specific way20. Up-regulated
host genes that contribute to pathogen virulence are termed susceptibility genes and may be
modified through genome editing for the development of resistant crop varieties21.
Plants have specialized immune receptors, collectively known as nucleotide-binding
leucine rich repeat receptors that recognize, either directly or indirectly, the pathogen effector
molecules22,23. Historically, this host-pathogen interaction has been termed the ‘gene-for-gene’
model of immunity, wherein a single gene from the host and a single gene from the pathogen are
responsible for recognition24. Recognition triggers a strong immune response that often includes
a localized hypersensitive response (HR) in which programmed cell death occurs around the
infection site25. Nineteen CBB resistance loci have been reported in Gossypium hirsutum
breeding programs; however, none have been molecularly identified8,13.
Here we combine comparative genomics of the pathogen Xcm with transcriptomics of the
host to identify molecular determinants of Cotton Bacterial Blight. This will inform the
development of durable resistance strategies.
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Figure 1: Cotton Bacterial Blight (CBB) symptoms and reemergence across the southern United
States. (Left) Typical CBB symptoms present in cotton fields near Lubbock, TX during the 2015
growing season include angular leaf spots, boll rot, and black arm rot. Yellow shading within world
map (top) indicates origin of strains included in this study. Acres of cotton planted per county in the
United States in 2015 (blue) and counties with confirmed CBB in 2015 (red outline). Statistics on the
area of cotton planted in the U.S. were acquired from the USDA. CBB was reported by extension
agents, extension specialists, and certified crop advisers in their respective states.

2.5 Results
2.5.1 CBB reemergence in the US
In 2011, farmers, extension specialists, and certified crop advisers in Missouri,
Mississippi, and Arkansas observed cotton plants exhibiting symptoms of CBB. Widespread
infected plant material was observed throughout much of the production area, but appeared to be
centered around Clarksdale, Mississippi. In figure 1, we collate reports from this outbreak and
overlay these data with US cotton planting statistics to reveal that this disease has spread through
much of the cotton belt in the southern U.S. (Figs 1 and S1, Table S1). Since 2016, CBB has
been reported from at least eight out of the sixteen states that grow cotton (Fig 1). In 2014, we
collected diseased cotton leaves from two sites across Mississippi and demonstrated pathogen
causality following Koch’s postulates26. In addition, PCR amplification of the 16S rRNA gene
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confirmed that the causal agent was a member of the Xanthomonas genus. Multi locus sequence
type (MLST) analysis and maximum-likelihood analysis were performed using concatenated
sections of the gltA, lepA, lacF, gyrB, fusA and gap-1 loci for increased phylogenetic resolution
(Fig 2a). The newly sequenced strains were named MS14002 and MS14003 and were compared
to four previously published Xcm genomes and thirty-six additional Xanthomonas genomes
representing thirteen species (Tables 1, S2). MS14002 and MS14003 grouped with the
previously published Xcm strains as a single unresolved clade, further confirming that the current
disease outbreak is CBB and is caused by Xcm. The species designation reported here is
consistent with previous reports6,7.

2.5.2 Contemporary U.S. Xcm strains cluster phylogenetically with historical
race 18 strains.
Race groups have been described for Xcm strains by analyzing compatible (susceptible)
and incompatible (resistant) interactions on a panel of seven cotton cultivars. Different
geographies often harbor different pathogen races7. Consequently, one possible explanation for
the recent outbreak of CBB would be the introduction of a new race of Xcm capable of
overcoming existing genetic resistance. Only 2 varieties of the original cotton panel plus three
related cultivars, were available and these cultivars were not sufficient to determine whether a
new race had established within the U.S. Thirteen Xcm strains were sequenced using Illumina
technology to determine the phylogenetic relationship between recent isolates of Xcm and
historical isolates. Isolates designated as race 1, race 2, race 3, race 12 and race 18 have been
maintained at Mississippi State University with these designations. Additional isolates were
obtained from the Collection Française de Bactéries associées aux Plantes (CFBP) culture
collection. Together, these isolates include nine strains from the US, three from Africa, and one
from South America and span collection dates ranging from 1958 through 2014 (Fig 1, Table 1).
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Illumina reads were mapped to the Xanthomonas citri subsp. citri strain Aw12879 (Genbank
assembly accession: GCA_000349225.1) using Bowtie2 and single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) were identified using Samtools27,28. Only regions of the genome with at least 10x
coverage for all genomes were considered. This approach identified 17,853 sites that were
polymorphic in at least one genome. Nucleotides were concatenated and used to build a
neighbor-joining tree (Fig 2b). This analysis revealed that recent U.S. Xcm isolates grouped with
the race 18 clade. Notably, the race 18 clade is phylogenetically distant from the other Xcm
isolates.

2.5.3 Contemporary US Xcm strains have conserved type three virulence
protein arsenals and disease phenotypes with historical race 18 strains.
Xanthomonads deploy many classes of virulence factors to promote disease. Type three
effectors (T3E) are of particular interest for their role in determining race designations. T3E
profiles from sixteen Xcm isolates were compared to determine whether a change in the virulence
protein arsenal of the newly isolated strains could explain the re-emergence of CBB. Genomes
from 13 Xcm isolates were de novo assembled with SPAdes and annotated with Prokka based on
annotations from the X. euvesicatoria (aka. X. campestris pv. vesicatoria) 85-10 genome (NCBI
accession: NC_007508.1). T3Es pose a particular challenge for reference-based annotation as no
bacterial genome contains all effectors. Consequently, an additional protein file containing
known T3Es from our previous work was included within the Prokka annotation pipeline15,29.
This analysis revealed 24 conserved and 9 variable Xcm T3Es (Fig 3a). Race 18 clade isolates
contain more effectors than other isolates that were sequenced. The recent Xcm isolates
(MS14002 and MS14003) were not distinguishable from the historical race 18 isolate, with the
exception of XcmNI86 isolated from Nicaragua in 1986, which contains mutations in XopE2 and
XopP.
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Figure 2: Phylogenetic analysis of Xcm isolates and 13 species of Xanthomonas A) MLST (Multi
Locus Sequence Typing) and maximum likelihood analysis of 13 Illumina sequenced Xcm isolates
(this paper) and 40 other Xanthomonads using concatenated sections of the gltA, lepA, lacF, gyrB,
fusA and gap-1 loci. B) SNP based neighbor-joining tree generated from 17,853 variable loci between
13 Xcm isolates and the reference genome Xanthomonas citri subsp. citri strain Aw12879. The tree
was made using the Simple Phylogeny tool from ClustalW2.
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Figure 3: Molecular and phenotypic analysis of Xcm and G. hirsutum interactions. A) Type
three effector profiles of Xcm isolates were deduced from de novo, Illumina based genome
assemblies. Effector presence or absence was determined based on homology to known type three
effectors using the program Prokka. B) Commercial and public G. hirsutum cultivars were inoculated
with 13 Xcm isolates. Susceptible (S) indicates water soaking symptoms. Resistant (R) indicates a
visible hypersensitive response. Plants were screened with a range of inoculum concentration from
OD600 = 0.001-0.5. C) Disease symptoms on G. hirsutum cultivars Stoneville 5288 B2F and DES 56
after inoculation with Xcm strain AR81009 (OD600 = 0.05). Symptoms are visualized under visible
(VIS) and near infrared (NIR) light. D) The proportion of US fields planted with susceptible and
resistant cultivars of G. hirsutum was determined using planting acreage statistics from the USDAAMA and disease phenotypes based on previous reports for common cultivars34-36.
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Analysis of the genomic sequence of T3Es revealed presence/absence differences,
frameshifts and premature stop codons. However, this analysis does not preclude potential allelic
or expression differences among the virulence proteins that could be contributing factors to the
re-emergence of CBB. Therefore, newly isolated strains may harbor subtle genomic changes that
have allowed them to overcome existing resistance phenotypes. Many commercial cultivars of
cotton are reported to be resistant to CBB30-32. Based on these previous reports, we selected
commercial cultivars resistant and susceptible (6 of each) to CBB. In addition, we included 5
available varieties that are related to the historical panel as well as 2 parents from a nested
association mapping (NAM) population currently under development33. All varieties inoculated
with the newly isolated Xcm strains exhibited inoculation phenotypes consistent with previous
reports (Figs 3b,c). In these assays, bright field and near infrared (NIR) imaging were used to
distinguish water-soaked disease symptoms from rapid cell death (HR) that is indicative of an
immune response. These data confirm that existing resistance genes present within cotton
germplasm are able to recognize the newly isolated Xcm strains and trigger a hypersensitive
response. Together, the phylogenetic analysis, effector profile conservation and cotton
inoculation phenotypes, confirm that the recent outbreak of Xcm in the US represents a reemergence of a race 18 clade Xcm and is not the result of a dramatic shift in the pathogen.
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Table 1: Illumina and SMRT sequenced Xcm genomes described in this paper.
Strain
Name
MS14002
MS14003
Race1
Race2
Race3
Race12
Race18
AR81009
MA81010
SU58011
SU9012
Xcm013
Xcm014
MS14003
AR81009

Identifier

CFBP2035
CFBP2036
CFBP2530
CFBP5637
MSCT4
MSCT8
CFBP2035

Country
US
US
US
US
US
US
US
Argentina
Mali
Sudan
Sudan
US
US
US
Argentina

Year
2014
2014

1981
1981
1958
1992

2014
1981

Platform
Illumina
Illumina
Illumina
Illumina
Illumina
Illumina
Illumina
Illumina
Illumina
Illumina
Illumina
Illumina
Illumina
SMRT
SMRT

Contig #
545
2577
523
387
725
632
369
306
584
1134
377
2169
580
4
4

Avg Contig Len
9443.27
1511.35
10127.35
13402.57
7207.34
8134.35
13924.03
17182.59
9033.09
4563.33
13919.54
2151.5
8929.58
1286176.5
1352212

Total Bases
5146580
3894744
5296606
5186796
5225324
5140911
5137968
5257872
5275326
5174819
5247665
4666607
5179156
5144706
5408848

n50
62542
2209
48599
54804
28344
21428
112543
86594
23323
9682
88522
3869
88255
5029617
5267057

The USDA Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) releases reports on the percentage of
upland cotton cultivars planted in the U.S. each year (www.ams.usda.gov/mnreports/cnavar.pdf).
Most of these varieties are screened for resistance or susceptibility to multiple strains of Xcm by
extension scientists and published in news bulletins30,31,34-38. These distinct datasets were crossreferenced to reveal that only 25% of the total cotton acreage was planted with resistant cultivars
in 2016 (Fig 3d, Table S3). This is part of a larger downward trend in which the acreage of
resistant cultivars has fallen each year since at least 2009 when the percentage of acreage planted
with resistant varieties was at 75%.

2.5.4 Comparative genome analysis for two Xcm strains
Differences in virulence were observed among Xcm strains at the molecular and
phenotypic level. In order to gain insight into these differences, we selected two strains from our
collection that differed in T3E content, virulence level, geography of origin and isolation date.
AR81009 was isolated in Argentina in 1981 and is one of the most virulent strains investigated in
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this study; MS14003 was isolated in Mississippi in 2014 and is a representative strain of the race
18 clade (Fig S2). The latter strain causes comparatively slower and diminished leaf symptoms;
however, both strains are able to multiply and cause disease on susceptible varieties of cotton
(Fig S3). Full genome sequences were generated with Single Molecule Real-Time (SMRT)
sequencing. Genomes were assembled using the PacBio Falcon assembler, which yielded
circular 5Mb genomes and associated plasmids. Genic synteny between the two strains was
observed with the exception of two 1.05 Mb inversions (Fig 4). Regions of high and low GC
content, indicative of horizontal gene transfer, were identified in both genomes. In particular, a
120kb insertion with low GC content was observed in AR81009. This region contains one T3E
as well as two annotated type four secretion system-related genes, two conjugal transfer proteins,
and two multi drug resistant genes (Fig 4 insert). MS14003 contains three plasmids (52.4, 47.4,
and 15.3kb) while AR81009 contains two plasmids (92.6 and 22.9kb). Analysis of homologous
regions among the plasmids was performed using progressiveMauve39. This identified four
homologous regions greater than 1kb that were shared among multiple plasmids (Fig 4).
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Figure 4: SMRT sequencing of two phenotypically and geographically diverse Xcm isolates:
MS14003 and AR81009. Circos plot visualization of two circular Xcm genomes. Tracks are as
follows from inside to outside: synteny of gene models; GC Content; DNA Methylation on + and –
strands; location of type three effectors (teal) and TAL effectors (red), and position. On each side,
accompanying plasmids are cartooned. Type three effector repertoires and the type IV secretion
systems were annotated using Prokka. Homologous regions greater than 1kb were identified using
MAUVE, and TAL effectors were annotated using AnnoTALE.

Both strains express TAL effector proteins as demonstrated through western blot analysis
using a TAL effector specific polyclonal antibody (Fig 5)40. However, the complexity of TAL
effector repertoires within these strains prevented complete resolution of each individual TAL
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effector using Illumina sequencing. In contrast, the long reads obtained from SMRT sequencing
are able to span whole TAL effectors, allowing for full assemblies of the TAL effectors in each
strain. The AR81009 genome encodes twelve TAL effectors that range in size from twelve to
twenty three repeat lengths, six of which reside on plasmids. The MS14003 genome encodes
eight TAL effectors that range in size from fourteen to twenty eight repeat lengths, seven of
which reside on plasmids (Fig 5). Three partial TAL effector-like coding sequences were also
identified within these genomes and are presumed to be non-functional. A 1-repeat gene with
reduced 5’ and 3’ regions was identified in both strains directly upstream of a complete TAL
effector. In addition, a large 4kb TAL effector was identified in AR81009 with a 1.5 kb insertion
and 10 complete repeat sequences. The tool AnnoTALE was used to annotate and group TAL
effectors based on the identities of the repeat variable diresidues (RVDs) in each gene41. Little
homology was identified among TAL RVD sequences within and between strains; only two TAL
effectors were determined to be within the same TAL class between strains (TAL19b of
AR81009 and TAL19 of MS14003) and two within strain MS14003 (TAL14b and TAL16).
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Figure 5: SMRT sequencing and western blot reveal diverse TAL effector repertoires between
Xcm strains MS14003 and AR81009. Western Blot of TAL effectors using polyclonal TALspecific antibody and gene models of TAL effectors identified by AnnoTALE. Blue and Green
highlighted gene models represent TALs grouped in the same clade by repeat variable di-residue
(RVD) sequence using AnnoTALE.

2.5.5 Transcriptome changes are induced by Xcm in G. hirsutum.
An RNA-sequencing experiment was designed to determine whether AR81009 and
MS14003 incite different host responses during infection (Fig 6a, b). Isolates were inoculated
into the phylogenetically diverse G. hirsutum cultivars Acala Maxxa and DES 5633. Infected and
mock-treated tissue was collected at 24 and 48 hours post inoculation. First, we considered
global transcriptome patterns of gene expression. Fifty-two genes were determined to be induced
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in all Xcm-G. hirsutum interactions at 48 hours (Fig 6c, Table S4). Of note among this list is a
homeologous pair of genes with homology to the known susceptibility target MLO42-45. Gene
induction by a single strain was also observed; AR81009 and MS14003 uniquely induced 127
and 16 G. hirsutum genes, respectively (Fig 6c). In contrast, the average magnitude of gene
induction between the two strains was not significantly different (Fig S4). Both Xcm strains
caused more genes to be differentially expressed in DES 56 than in Acala Maxxa. Among the 52
genes significantly induced by both strains, sixteen conserved targets are homeologous pairs,
whereas seventeen and fifteen genes are encoded by the A and D sub-genomes, respectively
(Tables 2 and S4). It has been previously reported that homeologous genes encoded on the G.
hirsutum A and D sub-genomes are differentially regulated during abiotic stress46. A set of
approximately 10,000 homeologous gene pairs was selected and differential gene expression was
assessed (Fig 7). For each pairwise comparison of Xcm strain and G. hirsutum cultivar, a similar
number of genes were differentially expressed in each of the A and D subgenomes. However,
some homeologous pairs were up- or down-regulated differentially in response to disease,
indicating a level of sub-genome specific responses to disease. For example, SWEET sugar
transporter gene Gh_D12G1898 in the D genome is induced over fourfold during infection with
Xcm strain AR81009, while the homeolog Gh_A12G1747 in the A genome is induced to a much
smaller extent.
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Figure 6: RNA-Sequencing analysis of infected G. hirsutum tissue demonstrates transcriptional
changes during CBB. A) Disease phenotypes of Xcm strains MS14003 and AR81009 on G.
hirsutum cultivars Acala Maxxa and DES 56, 7 days post inoculation. B) Acala Maxxa and DES 56
were inoculated with Xcm strains MS14003 and AR81009 at an OD of 0.5 and a mock treatment of
10mM MgCl2. Inoculated leaf tissue was collected at 24 and 48 hpi (before disease symptoms
emerged). C) Venn diagram of up regulated G. hirsutum genes (Log2(fold change in FPKM) ≥ 2 and
p value ≤ 0.05) in response to Xcm inoculation. Venn diagram was created using the VennDiagram
package in R.

2.5.6 Different strains of Xcm target distinct SWEET transporters in G.
hirsutum.
SWEET sugar transporter genes have been reported to be targets of and up regulated by
Xanthomonas TAL effectors in Manihot esculenta, Oryza sativa, and Citrus sinensis21,40,47,48. In
rice and cassava, the SWEET genes are confirmed susceptibility genes that contribute to disease
symptoms. The previously reported susceptibility genes and the SWEETs identified here, are
clade III sugar transporters (Fig S5). The NBI Gossypium hirsutum genome encodes 54 putative
SWEET sugar transporter genes. Of these 54 genes, three were up regulated greater than fourfold
in response to inoculation by one of the two Xcm strains (Fig 8). Predicted TAL effector binding
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sites were identified using the program TALEnt49. MS14003 significantly induces the homeologs
Gh_A04G0861 and Gh_D04G1360 and contains the TAL effectors M14b, M28a, and M28b,
which are predicted to bind within the 300bp promoter sequences of at least one of these genes.
Of note is TAL M28a, which is predicted to bind both homeologs (Fig S6a). In contrast,
AR81009 induces Gh_D12G1898 to a greater extent than its homeolog Gh_A12G1747. TAL
effectors A14c and A16b from AR81009 are predicted to bind to the Gh_D12G1898 and
Gh_A12G1747 promoters; however, TAL A14a is predicted to bind only the Gh_D12G1898
promoter (Fig S6b). We note that while Gh_A12G1747 did not pass the fourfold cut off for gene
induction, this gene is slightly induced compared to mock inoculation.
Table 2: Eight homeologous pairs of Gossypium hirsutum genes are up regulated in both Acala
Maxxa and DES 56 varieties 48 hours post inoculation with Xanthomonas citri pv. malvacearum
strains MS14003 and AR81009.
A Genome
Gh_A02G0615
Gh_A03G0560
Gh_A05G2012
Gh_A06G0439
Gh_A07G1129
Gh_A10G0257
Gh_A10G1075
Gh_A13G1467

D Genome
Gh_D02G0670
Gh_D03G0971
Gh_D05G2256
Gh_D06G0479
Gh_D07G1229
Gh_D10G0257
Gh_D10G1437
Gh_D13G1816

Gene Annotation
Seven transmembrane MLO family protein
Pectate lyase family protein
Protein of unknown function DUF688
basic chitinase
Protein of unknown function (DUF1278)
Protein E6
Pectin lyase-like superfamily protein
pathogenesis-related 4

2.6 Discussion
Cotton Bacterial Blight was considered controlled in the U.S. until an outbreak was
observed during the 2011 growing season in Missouri, Mississippi and Arkansas50. Until 2011,
seed sterilization, breeding for resistant varieties, and farming techniques such as crop rotation
and sterilizing equipment prevented the disease from becoming an economic concern51. The
number of counties reporting incidence of CBB has increased from 17 counties in 2011 to 77
counties in 201538,52,53. This paper investigates the root of the re-emergence and identifies several
routes towards control of the disease.
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Figure 7: Expression of homeologous pairs across the A and D G. hirsutum genomes in response
to Xcm inoculation. Genes are considered up or down regulated if the absolute value of gene
expression change after inoculation as compared to mock treatment was Log2(fold change in FPKM)
≥ 2 and p value ≤ 0.05. By these criteria, pink shading indicates no significant gene expression change.
A-D-: both members of the homeologous gene pair are down regulated; A-D0: only the ‘A’ subgenome homeolog is down regulated; A-D+: ‘A’ sub-genome homeolog is down regulated, ‘D’ subgenome homeolog is up regulated; etc. Number of gene pairs (n) meeting each expression pattern is
indicated within the grey bar. For all genes meeting each expression pattern, the distribution of
expression patterns is displayed as a box plot. Rectangles indicate the interquartile range and the
whiskers show 1.5 times the interquartile range. A) Acala Maxxa inoculated with MS14003 B) DES
56 inoculated with MS14003 C) Acala Maxxa inoculated with AR 81009 D) DES 56 inoculated with
AR81009.

When CBB was first recognized as re-emerging, several possible explanations were
proposed including: (1) A highly virulent race of the pathogen that had been introduced to the
U.S.; (2) Historical strains of Xcm that had evolved to overcome existing resistance (e.g. an
effector gene change or host shift); and (3) Environmental conditions over the last several years
that had been particularly conducive to the disease. Here, we present evidence that the reemergence of CBB is not due to a large genetic change or race shift in the pathogen. Rather, the
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re-emergence of the disease is likely due to agricultural factors such as large areas of susceptible
cultivars being planted. The presented data do not rule out potential environmental conditions
that may also have contributed to the re-emergence. In this context, environmental conditions
include disease conducive temperature and humidity as well as potentially contaminated seed or
other agronomic practices that may have perpetuated spread of the disease outbreaks.
Importantly, the presented data confirm that the presence of resistance loci could be deployed to
prevent further spread of this disease. However, since many of the most popular farmer preferred
varieties lack these resistance traits, additional breeding or biotechnology strategies will be
needed to maximize utility. Notably, the current Xcm isolates characterized in this study all
originate from Mississippi cotton fields in 2014. During the 2015 and 2016 growing seasons,
resistant cotton cultivars were observed in Texas with symptoms indicative of bacterial infection
distinct from CBB. Additional work is underway to identify and characterize the causal agent(s)
of these disease symptoms.
However, races are not necessarily phylogenetically distinct clades. Race 18 isolates have
been reported overseas, indicating that there may be independent origins of the race or crosscontinent movement of this pathogen. Phenotypic race delineations were created before modern
genetic and phylogenetic techniques were developed. However, modern genetics presents the
opportunity to begin classifying strains based upon phylogenetic and effector profiles rather than
phenotypes on a limited range of host varieties. Here, we identify all known and putative race 18
isolates as phylogenetically grouped into a single clade and distinct from other Xcm isolates.
Future efforts can further explore phylogenetic relatedness among diverse isolates.
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Figure 8: Three candidate G. hirsutum susceptibility genes are targeted by two different Xcm
strains. Recent work on CBB in the US has focused on the most prevalent US Xcm race: race 18. A)
The homeologous pair of SWEET genes A04_G0861 and D04_G1360 are up regulated in the
presence of Xcm strain MS14003. (top) Cartoon summary of 300bp promoters of A04_G0861 and
D04_G1360. (bottom) Heat-map of the expressions of A04_G0861 and D04_G1360 48 hours after
mock or Xcm inoculation. B) The SWEET gene D12_G1898 is up regulated in the presence of Xcm
strain AR81009. (top) Cartoon summary of 300bp promoters of D12_G1898 and A12_G1747.
(bottom) Heat-map of the expressions of A12_G1747 and D12_G1898 48 hours after mock or Xcm
inoculation. TAL effector binding sites were predicted with TALEsf using a quality score cutoff of 4.
Gene promoter cartoon legend: Arrow: TAL effector binding site; Black dot: Deletion; Black bar:
SNP; Pink bar: TATA box; Teal section: 5’UTR.

While resistant cotton cultivars were identified for all strains in this study, variability in
symptom severity was observed for different strains when inoculated into susceptible cultivars.
Two strains in particular, MS14003 and AR81009, have different effector profiles as well as
different disease phenotypes. Comparative genomic analysis of the two pathogens revealed many
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differences that may contribute to the relative disease severity phenotypes. Similarly,
transcriptomic analysis of two cultivars of G. hirsutum inoculated with these strains confirms
that the genomic differences between the two strains result in a divergence in their molecular
targets in the host.
Over the past decade, susceptibility genes have become targets for developing disease
tolerant plants54,55. These genes are typically highly induced during infection56. Therefore, RNASeq of infected plants has become a preferred way to identify candidate susceptibility genes.
Once identified, genome editing can be used to block induction of these genes57. We report a
homeologous pair of genes that are homologs of the MLO gene as targeted by both Xcm strains
in both cotton cultivars. These genes are excellent candidates for future biotechnology efforts.
Because the potential importance of these genes in cotton biology is unknown, their role in
cotton physiology must first be explored. Knock-out mutations of MLO genes in other systems
has led to durable resistance against powdery mildew as well as oomycetes and bacteria such as
Xanthomonas42,45. The dual purpose of host susceptibility genes has been observed previously.
For example, the rice Xa13 (aka. Os8N3 and OsSWEET11) gene is required for pollen
development but also targeted by a rice pathogen during infection58. Xa13 is a member of the
clade III SWEET sugar transporters implicated in many pathosystems. In this case, the induction
of Xa13 for pathogen susceptibility is mediated by a TAL effector. Of the 54 SWEET genes in
the G. hirsutum genome, at least three are significantly up regulated during Xcm infection. In
contrast to MLO, no single SWEET gene was induced by both pathogen strains in both hosts.
Analysis of SWEET gene expression after inoculation revealed a context for polyploidy
in the G. hirsutum-Xcm pathosystem. This relatively unexplored area of plant-microbe
interactions arose from our observation of a potential difference in induction magnitude between
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the homeologous Gh_A12G1747 and Gh_D12G1898 SWEET genes. Further analysis revealed
many examples of preferentially induced or down-regulated homeologs in response to Xcm
infection. Characterization of sub-genome specialization may lead to new insights regarding
durability of resistance and susceptibility loci in polyploid crops. Future research may investigate
the diploid ancestors of tetraploid cotton to further explore the evolution of host and pathogen in
the context of ploidy events59.
Multiple putative TAL effector binding sites were identified within each up-regulated
SWEET promoter. These observations suggest that TAL M28a from MS14003 may induce the
homeologs Gh_A04G0861 and Gh_D04G1360. Further, TAL effector A14a from AR81009 is
likely responsible for the up regulation of Gh_D12G1898. Whether additional TAL effectors are
involved in these responses is not clear. Genome organization in the host, such as histone
modifications or other epigenetic regulations may also be affecting these interactions. Future
research will investigate these mechanisms further.
Collectively, the data presented here suggest that the widespread planting of CBBsusceptible cultivars has contributed to the re-emergence of CBB in the southern U.S. It is
possible that a reservoir of race 18 Xcm was maintained in cotton fields below the level of
detection due to resistant cultivars planted in the 1990s and early 2000s. Alternatively, the
pathogen may have persisted on an alternate host or was re-introduced by contaminated seed9,10.
Regardless of the cause of the re-emergence, the genomic comparisons among pathogen races
and host cultivars have identified several possible routes towards resistance. These include the
use of existing effective resistance loci as well as the potential disruption of the induction of
susceptibility genes through genome editing. The latter is an attractive strategy in part because of
recent progress in genome editing60,61. In summary, within a relatively short time frame, through
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the deployment of modern molecular and genomic techniques, we were able to identify factors
that likely contribute to the re-emergence of cotton bacterial blight and generate data that can
now be rapidly translated to effective disease control strategies.

2.7 Materials & methods
2.7.1 Xcm strain isolation and manipulation
New Xcm strains were isolated from infected cotton leaves by grinding tissue in 10mM
MgCl2 and culturing bacteria on NYGA media. The most abundant colony type was selected,
single colony purified and then 16S sequencing was used to confirm the bacterial genus as
previously described62. In addition, single colony purified strains were re-inoculated into cotton
leaves and the appearance of water soaked symptoms indicative of CBB infection was
confirmed. Both newly isolated strains as well as strains received from collaborators were used
to generate a rifampicin resistance version of each strain. Wild-type strains were grown on
NYGA, then transferred to NYGA containing 100µg/ml rifampicin. After approximately 4-5
days, single colonies emerged. These were single colony purified and stored at -80C. The
rifampicin resistant version of each Xcm strain was used in all subsequent experiments reported
in this manuscript unless otherwise noted.

2.7.2 Plant inoculations
Cotton varieties from the original cotton panel for determining Xcm race designations
were obtained from the USDA/ARS, Germplasm Resources Information Network (GRIN).
Varieties included in the G. hirsutum NAM population were provided by Vasu Kuraparthy33.
Other commercial varieties were obtained from Terry Wheeler and Tom Allen. Disease assays
were conducted in a growth chamber set at 30°C and 80% humidity. Xcm strains were grown on
NYGA plates containing 100µg/ml rifampicin at 30°C for two days before inoculations were
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performed. Inoculations were conducted by infiltrating a fully expanded leaf with a bacterial
solution in 10mM MgCl2 (OD600 specified within each assay).
The field tests were conducted as follows: Cotton cultivars are planted in two row plots
(10 – 11 m in length, 1 m row spacing), in a randomized complete block design with four
replications. Approximately 60 to 80 days after planting, Xcm was applied to the test area
similar to that described in Wheeler et al. (2007)37. Briefly, Xcm is grown in trypticase soy broth
(30 g/L) for 1 ½ days and then 19 L of the concentrated bacterial solution (108 cfu/ml) are
diluted into 189 L of water (resulting in 106 cfu/ml) . The surfactant Silwet L-77
(polyalkyleneoxide modified heptamethyltrisiloxane, Loveland Industries, Greely, CO) is added
at 0.2% v/v. The suspension of bacteria is sprayed over the top of the cotton at a pressure of 83
kpa and rate of 470 L/ha. The nozzles used were TeeJet 8008. Symptoms were typically visible
14 days after application and plots were rated for incidence of symptoms 17-21 days after
application34-37.

2.7.3 Cotton cultivar statistics
Area of cotton planted per county in the United States in 2015 was obtained from the
USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service:
www.nass.usda.gov/Statistics_by_Subject/result.php?7061F36A-A4C6-3C65-BD7F129B702CFBA2&sector=CROPS&group=FIELD%20CROPS&comm=COTTONUSDA.
Estimated percentage of upland cotton planted for each variety was obtained from the
Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS): www.ams.usda.gov/mnreports/canvar.pdf.

2.7.4 Bacterial sequencing and phylogenetics
Illumina based genomic datasets were generated as previously described29. Paired-end
Illumina reads were trimmed using Trimmomatic v0.32 (ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq353

PE.fa:2:30:10 LEADING:3 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15 MINLEN:36)63. Genome
assemblies were generated using the SPAdes de novo genome assembler64. Strain information is
reported in Supplemental Table 1. Similar to our previously published methods29, the program
Prokka was used in conjunction with a T3E database to identify type three effector repertoires
for each of the 12 Xcm isolates as well as four Xcm genomes previously deposited on NCBI
(S2Table)65.
Multi-locus sequence analysis was conducted by concatenating sequences of the gltA,
lepA, lacF, gyrB, fusA and gap-1 loci obtained from the Plant-Associated Microbes Database
(PAMDB) for each strain as previously described66. A maximum-likelihood tree using these
concatenated sequences was generated using CLC Genomics 7.5.

2.7.5 Variant based phylogeny
A variant based dendrogram was created by comparing 12 Illumina sequenced Xcm
genomes to the complete Xanthomonas citri subsp. citri strain Aw12879 reference genome
(Genbank assembly accession: GCA_000349225.1) on NCBI. Read pairs were aligned to the
reference genome using Bowtie2 v2.2.9 with default alignment parameters27. From these
alignments, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were identified using samtools mpileup
v1.3 and the bcftools call v1.3.1 multi-allelic caller28. Using Python v2.7, the output from
samtools mpileup was used to identify loci in the X. citri subsp. citri reference genome with a
minimum coverage of 10 reads in each Xcm genome used Python version 2.7 available at
http://www.python.org. Vcftools v0.1.14 and bedtools v2.25.0 were used in combination to
remove sites marked as insertions or deletions, low quality, or heterozygous in any of the
genomes67,68. Remaining loci were concatenated to create a FASTA alignment of confident loci.
Reference loci were used where SNP's were not detected in a genome. The resulting FASTA
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alignment contained 17853 loci per strain. This alignment was loaded into the online Simple
Phylogeny Tool from the ClustalW2 package to create a neighbor joining tree of the assessed
strains69,70. Trees were visualized using FigTree v1.4.2.

2.7.6 Genome assembly
Single Molecule, Real Time (SMRT) sequencing of Xcm strains MS14003 and AR81009
was obtained from DNA prepped using a standard CTAB DNA preparation. Blue Pippin size
selection and library preparation was done at the University of Delaware Sequencing Facility.
The genomes were assembled using FALCON-Integrate
(https://github.com/PacificBiosciences/FALCON-integrate/commit/cd9e93)71. The following
parameters were used: Assembly parameters for MS14003: length_cutoff = 7000;
length_cutoff_pr = 7000; pa_HPCdaligner_option = -v -dal8 -t16 -e.70 -l2000 -s240 -M10;
ovlp_HPCdaligner_option = -v -dal8 -t32 -h60 -e.96 -l2000 -s240 -M10; falcon_sense_option = -output_multi --min_idt 0.70 --min_cov 5 --local_match_count_threshold 2 --max_n_read 300 -n_core 6; overlap_filtering_setting = --max_diff 80 --max_cov 160 --min_cov 5 --bestn 10;
Assembly parameters for AR81009: length_cutoff = 8000; length_cutoff_pr = 8000;
pa_HPCdaligner_option = -v -dal8 -t16 -e.72 -l2000 -s240 -M10; ovlp_HPCdaligner_option = v -dal8 -t32 -h60 -e.96 -l2000 -s240 -M10; falcon_sense_option = --output_multi --min_idt 0.72
--min_cov 4 --local_match_count_threshold 2 --max_n_read 320 --n_core 6;
overlap_filtering_setting = --max_diff 90 --max_cov 300 --min_cov 10 --bestn 10. Assemblies
were polished using iterations of pbalign and quiver, which can be found at
https://github.com/PacificBiosciences/pbalign/commit/cda7abb and
https://github.com/PacificBiosciences/GenomicConsensus/commit/43775fa. Two iterations were
run for Xcm strain MS14003 and 3 iterations for AR81009. Chromosomes were then reoriented
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to the DnaA gene and plasmids were reoriented to ParA. The assemblies were checked for
overlap using BLAST, and trimmed to circularize the sequences72. TAL effectors were annotated
and grouped by RVD sequences using AnnoTALE41. Homologous regions among plasmids that
are greater than 1 kb were determined using progressiveMauve39. Genomic comparisons between
the MS14003 and AR81009 chromosomes were visualized using Circos73. Single-copy genes on
each of the chromosomes were identified and joined using their annotated gene IDs. Lines
connecting the two chromosomes represent these common genes and their respective positions in
each genome. A sliding window of 1KB was used to determine the average GC content.
Methylation was determined using the Base Modification and Motif Analysis workflow from
pbsmrtpipe v0.42.0 at https://github.com/PacificBiosciences/pbsmrtpipe.

2.7.7 Western blot analysis
Western Blot analysis of Transcription Activator-Like (TAL) effectors was performed
using a polyclonal TAL specific antibody40. Briefly, bacteria were suspended in 5.4 pH minimal
media for 4.5 hours to induce effector production and secretion. Bacteria were pelleted and then
suspended in laemmli buffer and incubated at 95 degrees Celsius for three minutes to lyse the
cells. Freshly boiled samples were loaded onto a 4-6% gradient gel and run for several hours to
ensure sufficient separation of the different sized TAL effectors.

2.7.8 Gene expression analysis
Susceptible cotton were inoculated with Xcm using a needleless syringe at an OD600 of
0.5. Infected and mock-treated tissue were collected and flash frozen at 24 and 48 hours post
inoculation. RNA was extracted using the Sigma tRNA kit. RNA-sequencing libraries were
generated as previously described74.
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Raw reads were trimmed using Trimmomatic63. The Tuxedo Suite was used for mapping
reads to the TM-1 NBI Gossypium hirsutum genome75, assembling transcripts, and quantifying
differential expression27.
Read mapping identified several mis-annotated SWEET genes that skewed differential
expression results. The annotations of SWEET genes Gh_A12G1747, Gh_D07G0487, and
Gh_D12G1898 were shortened to exclude 20-30kb introns. Two exons were added to
Gh_D05G1488. The 2.7kb scaffold named Scaffold013374 was also removed from analysis
because its gene Gh_Sca013374G01 has exact sequence homology to Gh_A12G1747 and
created multi-mapped reads that interfered with expression analysis.
Homeologous pairs were identified based on syntenic regions with MCScan76. A syntenic
region was defined as a region with a minimum of five genes with an average intergenic distance
of two and within extended distance of 40. All other values were set to the default. Comparisons
between homeologs was performed by examining cuffdiff differential expression and classifying
them according to the sub-genome expression pattern. Genes considered up or down regulated
meet both differential expression from mock significance of q-value < 0.05 and the absolute
value of the log2 fold change is greater than 2.

2.7.9 TAL binding sites
Bioinformatic prediction of TAL effector binding sites on the G. hirsutum promoterome
was performed using the TAL Effector-Nucleotide Targeter (TALEnt)50. In short, the regions of
the genome that were within 300 base pairs of annotated genes were queried with the RVD’s of
MS14003 and AR81009 using a cutoff score of 4. Promiscuously binding TALs 16 from
MS14003 and 16a from AR81009 were removed from analysis.
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Chapter 3a: Pseudomonas syringae Pathogen
Causes Foliar Disease of Upland Cotton in
Texas.
This chapter was previously published in the journal Plant Disease as:
Phillips, A. Z.; Wheeler, T.; Woodward, J.; Bart, R. S. Pseudomonas Syringae Pathogen Causes
Foliar Disease of Upland Cotton in Texas. Plant Dis. 2018, 102 (6), 1171–1171.
https://doi.org/10.1094/PDIS-11-17-1700-PDN.

3a.1 Personal contributions
I isolated the first known sample of this pathogen since 1994. I then characterized this
pathogen and alerted the scientific community of its presence in Texas. This involved purifying
the pathogen from contaminating Xcm and performing Koch’s postulates to determine that it was
the causal agent of necrotic disease symptoms. I used 16S sequencing to identify the pathogen as
a Pseudomonad. I then characterized disease symptoms over time with Xcm and alone at varying
concentrations. Subsequently, I alerted several extension scientists who began isolating this
pathogen from fields and characterizing its pathogenicity on many cotton varieties. Genome
sequencing of the original isolate allowed me to generate a multi locus sequence typing
phylogeny and determine that the pathogen is most closely related to the Pseudomonas syringae
pathovars atrofaciens, aptata, and pisi.

3a.2 Disease note
Cotton bacterial blight (CBB), caused by Xanthomonas citri pv. malvacearum (Xcm), can
cause significant yield losses on susceptible varieties of upland cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.)1.
CBB has re-emerged in the United States since 20112. In 2015, cotton fields near Plains, TX,
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exhibited symptoms of an unknown foliar disease on cotton cultivars that were reported to be
resistant to CBB. In June 2016, bacteria were isolated from Fibermax 2007GLT (CBB Resistant)
leaves exhibiting CBB-like symptoms. Culture on nutrient-rich NYGA medium with 50 µM
cycloheximide revealed two predominant colony morphologies, yellow and white. The yellow
colonies were confirmed to be Xcm. Koch’s postulates were used to determine that the white
bacteria caused necrotic foliar lesions when infiltrated into cotton leaves alone or in combination
with Xcm. Sequencing of the 16s rRNA gene identified this bacterium as Pseudomonas sp. with
99% sequence identity to the Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B728a (Gbk 230265-9).
Further multilocus sequence analysis using concatenated regions of the gyrB, rpoD, gap1, and
gltA on the PAMDB database grouped this pathogen with P. syringae pv. atrofaciens, P.
syringae pv. apata, P. syringae pv. pisi, P. syringae pv. syringae, and P. syringae pv. aceris
(http://genome.ppws.vt.edu/cgi-bin/MLST/home.pl). Identification of a Pseudomonad cotton
pathogen has occurred at least once before in cotton seedlings near Lubbock, TX. This was
recorded in the 1994 Cotton Beltwide Conferences Proceedings (ATCC 51506). No other
reference to a pseudomonad pathogen of cotton has been found. However, evidence of a
Pseudomonas-Xanthomonas disease complex has been found at least once in leafy crucifers3.
Inoculations with a needleless syringe resulted in symptoms that initially appeared as a cell death
phenotype but quickly progressed to a spreading necrotic lesion. Foliar disease symptoms were
observed after inoculation with a bacterial suspension at OD600 of 0.0001 to 0.01. Symptoms
appeared as early as 1 day after inoculation. To date, this pathogen has been isolated from 11
different fields in six counties and always in association with Xcm. Additional isolates were
identified from symptomatic leaf tissue of at least eight different cultivars at various locations.
Four isolates from Donley County, TX, and four cotton cultivars (DP 1454NRB2RF, FM
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1320GL, FM 1830GLT, and FM 2484B2F) were screened using the scratch method to identify
whether variability existed in the disease response of cultivars. The cultivars were arranged in a
split-plot design, with isolate as the main factor and cultivar as the subfactor. Both the main
factor and the subfactors were randomized. There were four replications for each isolate/cultivar
combination. The test was repeated once. Disease symptoms were less severe on FM 2484B2F
(P < 0.05) than the other three cultivars, suggesting that variation exists among cotton germplasm
for tolerance to this pathogen. Future phylogenetic analysis will focus on the origin of virulence
of this pathogen and its distribution within the cotton production regions in the United States.

3a.3 e-Xtra
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Figure 1: Evolutionary
relationship of the Pseudomonas
syringae cotton pathogen (red
box) to Pseudomonas syringae
species. The evolutionary history
was inferred using the NeighborJoining method using 500
bootstraps. Branch labels:
Percentage of bootstraps
associated with the branching.
The evolutionary distances were
computed using the Maximum
Composite Likelihood method
using the number of base
substitutions per site.

0.020

re 1. Evolutionary relationship of the Pseudomonas syringae cotton pathogen (red box) to
eudomonas syringae species. The evolutionary history was inferred using the Neighboring method using 500 bootstraps. Branch labels: Percentage of bootstraps associated with
e branching. The evolutionary distances were computed using the Maximum Composite
Likelihood method using the number of base substitutions per site.
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Xcm + P. syringae

P. syringae

CBB Resistant

CBB Susceptible
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Figure 2: Xcm and P. syringae phenotypes on CBB susceptible (Phy499WRF) and CBB resistant
(ST5288B2RF) G. hirsutum varieties. Bacteria were re-suspended in MgCl2 at an OD600 = 0.05
2: Xcm
andusing
P. syringae
phenotypes
CBB susceptible
and then introduced Figure
into cotton
leaves
a needleless
syringe.on
Symptoms
were evaluated 6
(Phy499WRF) and CBB Resistant (ST5288B2RF) G. hirsutum
days post inoculation.
varieties. Bacteria were re-suspended in MgCl2 at an OD600 = 0.05 and
then introduced into cotton leaves using a needleless syringe. Symptoms
were evaluated 6 days post inoculation.
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Chapter 3b: Evolutionary Context of the
Pseudomonas syringae Cotton Pathogen and
Mechanisms of Virulence
3b.1 Abstract
Rapid long-read sequencing provides a unique opportunity for investigating new
pathogen outbreaks as they occur. This technology enables in-depth analysis of the hostpathogen arms race and the discovery of mechanisms that allow the pathogen to gain the upper
hand. The Pseudomonas syringae pathogen of cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) is an elusive
pathogen that has only been identified twice before. Here we use long-read sequencing to
identify the evolutionary origins of this pathogen, uncover putative virulence factors, and
investigate how it is influenced by the host-pathogen arms race. Whole genome SNP analysis of
seven circularized genomes identify all historical and contemporary P. syringae isolates as
monophyletic phylogroup 2 pathogens. Genome annotation reveals multiple type III effectors as
well as five putative toxin biosynthetic clusters that may contribute to the characteristic rapid
necrosis phenotype of this pathogen. Whole genome alignments uncover several putative
virulence factors such as the type IV pilus and Filamentous Hemagglutinin that are undergoing
diversifying selection. Further phylogenetic analysis reveals several potential mechanisms
underlying the diversifying selection including horizontal gene transfer, pathoadaptation, and
recombination. The results of this paper contribute important information for understanding how
this little-known pathogen causes disease on cotton and lays the groundwork for future research
that ultimately aims to identify genetic resistance.
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3b.2 Introduction
Hosts and pathogens are intertwined in a co-evolutionary arms race1,2. Pattern triggered
immunity (PTI) is the initial recognition of pathogens by host extracellular receptors, collectively
known as pattern recognition receptors (PRRs). PRRs recognize conserved microbe associated
molecular patterns (also known as pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs)) and trigger
a basal immune response that controls pathogen proliferation3,4. Successful pathogens have
evolved mechanisms to avoid or suppress PTI, often through specific effector proteins that enter
the host cell. These effectors may trigger a second line of host defense known as effector
triggered immunity (ETI)5,6. Similar to PTI, in ETI, host intercellular receptors, collectively
known as nucleotide-binding leucine-rich repeat proteins (NLRs), have evolved to recognize the
presence of pathogen effectors and trigger strong resistance. Within the co-evolutionary arms
race, pathogens are under selective pressure to evolve around this recognition and overcome
resistance7,8. Within this conceptual framework, there is overlap between PTI and ETI and
importantly, evolution within the arms race is continuous9–11. Consequently, this interaction has
been characterized as the Red Queen Hypothesis in which “it takes all the running you can do to
keep in the same place”12,13.
Genomic evolution occurs through multiple mechanisms including horizontal gene
transfer, recombination, and the accumulation of smaller, vertically inherited mutations (single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and small insertions and deletions (INDELs))14,15. Genes that
are involved in the host-pathogen arms race may display specific signatures of evolutionary
selection7,8. For example, a pathogen gene that is required for virulence, may contain low
nucleotide diversity compared to the rest of a neutrally evolving genome16. Conversely, regions
of high nucleotide diversity may indicate diversifying selection and evasion of host recognition.
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Similarly, this could indicate an advantage associated with maintaining multiple alleles within a
population17,18.
The recent development of long read sequencing has enabled investigations of pathogen
outbreaks. This technology can be used to track the movement of entire virulence islands,
plasmids, and other structural changes through the use of publicly available assembly and
annotation software. Furthermore, because it is relatively cheap and fast, nanopore sequencing
has made long read sequencing available to many more scientists. While this technology is still
improving, it is already revolutionizing the identification of pathogen outbreaks both in
agricultural and medical settings19–22.
Pseudomonas species are ubiquitous in the environment and are commonly found in rain
water, soil, and in association with plants14,23. This genus encompasses many economically
damaging plant pathogens that cause diseases such as bacterial speck on tomato, bacterial blight
of soybean, and bleeding canker on horse chestnut24–26. These pathogens are genetically and
pathologically diverse, spanning five major phylogroups. The most intensively studied
Pseudomonad plant pathosystem is P. syringae pv. tomato DC3000 and Arabidopsis thaliana27–
29

. Research on this model system has dissected the molecular mechanisms governing pathogen

virulence and host immunity28.
Pst DC3000 belongs to phylogroup 130. In contrast, less is known about the other four
phylogroups. Of particular interest are the phylogroup 2 P. syringae pathogens. Unlike many of
their more well studied relatives, these pathogens often have extremely broad host ranges31,32.
This characteristic has been hypothesized to contribute to rapid spread of the pathogen as well as
the difficulty of controlling outbreaks31,32. At least 25 new First Reports of P. syringae outbreaks
between January 2015-July 2018 were published in the journal Plant Disease32. This observation
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highlights the urgent need to understand how phylogroup 2 and other P. syringae outbreaks
occur.
Cotton is particularly vulnerable to emerging diseases due to its low genetic diversity
compared to other staple crops in the US such as corn and alfalfa33–35. This low genetic diversity
may facilitate pathogen evolution around host genetic defenses and may have contributed to the
recent outbreaks of Xanthomonas citri pv. malvacearum (Xcm), Fusarium oxysporum f. sp.
vasinfectum Race 4 (FOV4), and cotton leafroll dwarf virus (CLRDV)36–38. In this manuscript we
investigate a recent outbreak of Pseudomonas syringae on cotton in the US. Here we present the
first sequenced genomes of this pathogen as well as analysis that gives evolutionary context to
this previously understudied Pseudomonas pathogen. The identification of putative virulence
factors and markers of selection provide insights into how this elusive pathogen causes disease
and participates in the plant-pathogen arms race.
Figure 1.
Pseudomonas syringae
causes disease on
Gossypium hirsutum.
A) Ps183 disease
symptoms 1 to 4 days post
inoculation (dpi).
B) P. syringae strains
investigated in this study.
Images were taken 4 dpi.
C) Map of Texas where P.
syringae strains were
originally isolated. Strains
are color coded as in B. All
bacterial concentrations are
1x106.
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3b.3 Results
3b.3.1

The Pseudomonas syringae cotton pathogen
We previously reported that Xanthomonas citri pv. malvacearum (Xcm) re-emerged as a

major disease of Gossypium hirsutum (upland cotton) from 2011 to 201738. Recently, we
reported a second disease of cotton and identified the causal agent as Pseudomonas syringae39.
When infiltrated into cotton leaves, this pathogen caused a rapid spreading necrosis phenotype.
Disease symptoms began one day post inoculation (DPI) as a mild necrosis at the site of
inoculation (Fig. 1a). By 2 DPI, rapid cell collapse occurred outside of the site of inoculation and
continued to expand at 3 and 4 DPI. Four additional P.s. isolates were collected from infected
fields in the Texas high plains and near College Station from 2016-2017 (Ps183, Ps203, Ps234,
Ps248, and Ps480). We obtained further additional strains from culture collections. From ATCC
we received a P. syringae culture originally isolated from cotton in 1994 (P. syringae ATCC
51506). This culture showed two distinct colony types and when purified, both caused disease on
cotton. Further, through sequencing the 16s rRNA gene, we confirmed both bacteria belong to
the P. syringae species. Hence forth, these strains will be referred to as Ps236 and Ps238. We
also received a closely related strain, P. syringae pv. aptata CFBP 1617 from the CIRM-CFBP
culture collection that was isolated from Beta vulgaris (sugar beet) and will be referred to as
Ps418 in this manuscript. All P. s. isolates triggered spreading lesions with the exception of
Ps203, which only induced symptoms at the site of inoculation (Fig. 1b). To further assess
relative virulence among these strains, bacterial growth after inoculation was assessed for strains
Ps418, Ps183 and Ps203. All three strains grew to similarly high populations by 4 and 7 days
post inoculation. Therefore, we conclude that these strains are pathogenic on cotton. The data
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also suggest that the magnitude of symptoms does not necessarily correlate with pathogen
population in this pathosystem (Sup. Fig 1).

3b.3.2

Long read sequencing and genome assembly
To uncover the virulence mechanisms deployed by this pathogen, we generated full

genome sequences for each isolate using long read sequencing technology (Sup. Table 1). The
first isolate, Ps480, was sequenced using PacBio. We obtained 31,554 reads with a mean read
length of 18,652bp. Reads were assembled using Falcon and polished with Quiver40,41. The seven
remaining isolates were first sequenced using Nanopore technology. We obtained 214,343586,120 reads per isolate with a mean read length of 8,474-18,652bp. These genomes were
assembled using Canu and then polished with Nanopolish42,43.
For all isolates, genome assembly yielded 6MB circularized genomes (Sup. Table 1). We
also identified a 68kb plasmid in four of the cotton pathogen genomes. The P. syringae pv.
aptata CFBP 1617 (Ps418) genome contained a shorter 58kb plasmid that aligned with the 68kb
plasmids for over 50% of its length (Sup. Fig 2). The genome quality was assessed using
Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Ortholog (BUSCO) scores44. Genomes assembled with
nanopore reads alone resulted in BUSCO scores less than 85%. Therefore, the genomes were
polished again with 100x Illumina reads using Pilon45. This was able to correct for assembly
errors inherent to error-prone Nanopore reads. Each resulting genome received BUSCO scores
over 98%, similar to Illumina-only genome assemblies (Sup. Fig 3). Genomes were annotated
using Prokka46.
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Figure 2. Phylogenetic context of the P. syringae cotton pathogen. A) Multi Locus
Sequence Typing (MLST) phylogeny of 66 Pseudomonas syringae plant pathogens based on
Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic analysis of concatenated regions of the house keeping
genes: gyrB, rpoD, gap1, and gltA. Colored names represent isolates sequenced in this study.
B) Zoom region of phylogroup 2 with P. syringae cotton pathogens. C) Whole genome
Maximum Likelihood phylogeny of cotton pathogens in addition to Ps418, a sugar beet
pathogen and B728a as an out group. Whole genomes were aligned using Mauve. 331,898
SNPs were concatenated and used to generate at tree. For both phylogenies, branch labels are
bootstrap percentage values based on 500 bootstraps. Branch lengths measured in the number
of substitutions per site. All positions containing gaps and missing data were eliminated.
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3b.3.3

Phylogenetic relatedness among Pseudomonas syringae cotton

pathogens
Concatenated regions of the housekeeping genes gyrB, rpoD, gap1, and gltA were taken
from the complete P. syringae genomes and used to generate a Multi Locus Sequence Typing
(MLST) phylogeny (Fig. 2a, b). The eight newly sequenced strains were compared against 57 P.
syringae isolates that span all 5 major phylogroups. All P. syringae isolates collected from cotton
formed a monophyletic group within the P. syringae phylogroup 2, supporting the previous
placement of the pathogen within this group39. Phylogroup 2 encompasses many P.s. pathovars
including atrofaciens, aptata, and pisi, pathogens of wheat, sugar beet, and peas, respectively.
Two strains, P. syringae pv. aptata PT CFBP1617 and P. syringae atrofaciens DSM5025 colocated within the clade of cotton pathogens. These data, along with the finding that P. syringae
pv. aptata CFBP 1617 (Ps418) can cause disease on cotton, supports previous reports of wide
host ranges within phylogroup 2.
To further dissect the evolutionary relationships within phylogroup 2 we pursued whole
genome phylogenetic analysis. The complete chromosomes of seven P. syringae cotton isolates,
P. syringae pv. aptata (strain Ps418), and the previously published P. syringae pv. syringae
B728a chromosome, were aligned using Mauve47. We identified 331,898 SNPs within colinear
blocks. These were concatenated and used to generate a Maximum Likelihood tree (Fig. 2c).
Because the 68kb plasmid was not found in all isolates it was not included in the SNP
phylogeny. Ps480, collected in 2015, clustered tightly with the historical strains Ps236 and
Ps238, both collected in 1994. Only 5,259 SNPs differentiated these three chromosomes.
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Similarly, Ps248 and Ps183 were collected from distant locations in Texas yet were
phylogenetically clustered. Isolates Ps203 and Ps183 did not fall within the same clade, despite
the fact that they were isolated from the same field. Thus, among the strains included in this
study, evolutionary relationships are distinct from temporal and spatial patterns.
Phylogenetic relationships also did not correlate with relative virulence on cotton. For
example, Ps234 and Ps203 clustered in the MLST and SNP based phylogenies. However, the
former induces strong spreading lesions while the latter triggers more mild symptoms (Fig. 1).
Therefore, we hypothesize that the variable virulence levels among these strains is related to
small differences in virulence factor repertoires, not large phylogenetic changes.

3b.3.4

Virulence factors present in P. syringae cotton pathogens
We investigated the identities of conserved virulence factors present in each genome due

to their putative importance for pathogenicity on cotton. In addition, we investigated the
identities of non-conserved virulence factors because they may contribute to the variability in
pathogenicity among strains. Genome sequencing and subsequent annotation of 7 P. syringae
cotton pathogens revealed several instances of pathogenicity islands with homology to Type
Three Secretion Systems (T3SS)48. Unsurprisingly, a full tripartite pathogenicity island (T-PAI)
containing the T3SS and many effectors was identified in all isolates based on synteny with the
P. syringae pv. tomato DC3000 canonical T-PAI (Fig. 3). In addition, three isolates also
contained a Rhizobial pathogenicity island (R-PAI) T3SS, based on homology to the P. syringae
pv. phaseolicola 1448a R-PAI (Sup. Fig.4). This additional T3SS is common among many P.
syringae phylogroups, though less common in Phylogroup 2. The function of this secretion
system in pathogenicity has not yet been determined14,49. In addition to the T3SS, several strains
were found to contain 68kb plasmids that encodes a complete Type Four Secretion System
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(TIVSS) (virB1-virB10). However, because the secretion system is absent from many virulent
strains we conclude that it is not essential for disease.

Figure 3. Virulence factors present in P. syringae cotton pathogens. Blue boxes represent
the presence and white boxes represent the absence of a gene or biosynthetic cluster. Yellow
boxes represent genes that are disrupted but still identifiable via BLAST searches. (At top)
light blue boxes represent variable Type III effectors. *indicates a genome that includes a
67kb plasmid.
P. syringae pathovars are well known for their utilization of effectors, phytotoxins, and
other virulence factors to trigger disease. Therefore, we used Prokka annotations, synteny, and
tBLASTn to compare putative virulence factors and biosynthetic clusters in the cotton pathogen
genomes to previously studied virulence factors and biosynthetic clusters in other pathovars. A
tBLASTn e-value cutoff of 1x10-6 was used for significance, consistent with the annotation
software Prokka 46. However, it should be noted that this cutoff does not ensure mechanistic
conservation. Additional characterization would need to be conducted to reveal the functions of
these genes in this pathosystem.
The variability in pathogenicity within and between P. syringae pathovars is often
attributed to the variable T3E profiles present in each isolate. We identified 18 conserved and 11
variable T3E genes within the 8 newly sequenced genomes based on the Prokka annotations and
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BLAST analysis. This is comparable to other studies that found eight to sixteen T3Es within the
genomes of phylogroup 2 P. syringae pathogens50. Ps203 and Ps418 induced the weakest disease
symptoms, correlating with the absence of a YopT-like effector, suggesting that this effector may
be important for virulence (Fig 3).
Phylogroup 2 Pseudomonas syringae strains often specifically use lipopeptide
phytotoxins to trigger disease. Evidence of a conserved lipopeptide biosynthetic cluster was
identified, including many large non-ribosomal peptide synthases. Within this biosynthetic
cluster we found regions with 72.1% and 82.8% identity to the syringomycin and syringopeptin
biosynthetic clusters in P. s. pv. syringae B728a, respectively (Fig. 3, Sup. Table 2). It also
contained a region with 97.4% identity to the P. s. pv. syringae B64 syringafactin biosynthetic
cluster. Additional biosynthetic clusters were found with 96.0% identity to P. s. pv. syringae
B301 D-R syringolin A biosynthetic cluster and 97.4% identity to the P. s. pv. syringae
CFBP3388 mangotoxin biosynthetic cluster. Therefore, it is possible that multiple toxins are
working in unison to promote pathogenicity on cotton and generate the rapidly spreading
necrotic lesions that are characteristic of this disease.
P. s. BR2 produces tabtoxin and P. s. pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 produces
phaseolotoxin51,52. We used these reference isolates to search for homologous genes in the P.s.
cotton pathogens (Fig 3, Sup. Table 2). BLAST hits were returned for tabtoxin genes tabP, tabD,
tblA, tblS, tblC, tblD, tblF, and tblR, but not tabA, tabB, tabC, and tblE. Similarly, of the
phaseolotoxin genes ptx1-ptx22, only genes ptx7, ptx10 (desA), ptx13, ptx18, and ptx19 produced
positive BLAST hits. Prokka annotated several putative genes in the coronafacic acid (cfa1, 2, 6,
and 7) and coronamic acid (cmaB, E, U, and X) pathways in these genomes. However, these
genes were not found in the canonical CMA and CFA biosynthetic clusters and several
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coronatine biosynthesis genes (cfa4, PSPTO_4688, cmaC, cmaD, and alanyl tRNA synthetase)
were missing. Therefore, we find it unlikely that these Pseudomonads synthesize tabtoxin,
phaseolotoxin or coronatine.
We observed evidence for genes corresponding to ethylene production (efe from P. s. pv.
cannabina) and auxin biosynthesis (iaaM and iaaH from P. s. pv. syringae Y30, e-values
1.34x10-55 and 6.13x1031) but not for auxin inactivation (iaaL from P. s. pv. tomato DC3000)
(Sup. Table 3). We also did not find a homolog of the syringolide gene avrD from P. s. pv.
tomato PT23. filamentous hemagglutinin and the ice nucleation gene, inaZ, were annotated in
each genome (Fig 3, Sup. Table 2).
The type IVa pilus associated with gamma proteobacteria mobility is usually encoded by
5 to 6 operons located across the genome. Several genes within these operons were annotated by
prokka, including the ponA-aroB operon (ponA, pilM, pilN, pilO, pilP, pilQ, aroK, aroB) and the
pilB-yacG operon (pilB, pilC, pilD, coaE, yacG) (Sup. Table 2). The type IVa pilus of
Pseudomonas aeruginosa is the best characterized type IV pilus in the Pseudomonas genus due
to its role in human pathogenesis53. tBLASTn against P. aeruginosa PA96 type IV pilus operons
provided evidence for the pilU-yggS operon (pilU, pilT, yggS), the ispG-yfgB operon (ispG, yfgA,
pilF, yfgB), and part of the pilE-fimT operon (pilE, pilY2, pilY1, pilV, fimU), and pilA. Therefore,
it is likely that this pilus system is functional in the genomes sequenced in this study (Fig. 3).

3b.3.5

Nucleotide diversity among putative virulence factors
Regions of a genome that display a high frequency of SNPs may indicate diversifying

selection and a role in the host-pathogen arms race. SNPs across a whole genome alignment of
the P. syringae genomes assembled in this study were identified by Mauve (Fig. 4a) and then
converted into a variant call format (VCF)47. Pairwise nucleotide diversity (p) was assessed in
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sliding 100bp windows overlapping by 50bp using VCFtools54. This resulted in the identification
of eleven loci scattered across the genome that had a nucleotide diversity of over 0.25 (Fig. 4b).
These regions were re-aligned and checked for local misalignment as well as surrounding gene
annotations. Notably, no T3E sequences demonstrated a nucleotide diversity distinguishable
from the neutrally evolving genome (Sup. Fig 5).

Figure 4. Genetic Diversity Among P. syringae Cotton Pathogens. A) Whole genome
alignments of P. syringae chromosomes generated by Mauve. B) Pairwise Nucleotide
Diversity (PI) Across Genome. SNP outputs from the Mauve alignment were converted
into a VCF file using the Ps480 genome as a reference. Pi was assessed in 100bp
windows staggered every 50 bp across each colinear block.
Four regions with notably high pairwise nucleotide diversity included an operon
encoding PilB, PilC, and PilD of the type IV pilus and genes encoding an Insecticidal Toxin,
Filamentous Hemagglutinin, and the Rhs element Vgr protein (Fig. 4b, Sup. Fig6). The latter
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three genes are members of the class of toxins called polymorphic toxins. These genes often
undergo recombination due to their modular and/or highly repetitive nature55,56. While these
genes are most often studied in the context of microbe-microbe interactions, the Type IV pilus
and Filamentous Hemagglutinin have also been implicated in host-microbe interactions and
therefore were investigated further57–63.
As a complementary approach, we investigated the phylogenetic relationships of type IV
pilus and filamentous hemagglutinin genes among the P. syringae cotton pathogens (Fig. 5). As
expected, the nucleotide pilB, pilC, and pilD phylogenetic trees displayed greater depths due to
greater genetic differences than the MLST tree based on housekeeping genes. Next, for each
gene tree, we considered the phylogenetic relationships between isolates. The pilB-, pilC-, and,
pilD-based trees were mostly similar except for the placement of isolates Ps183 and Ps248,
which vary in respect to each other as well as the other isolates in each phylogeny. We
investigated the alignments of these genes and found SNPs dispersed throughout the length of
each pilB, pilC, and pilD gene in each genome, which may indicate either horizontal gene
transfer or variable levels of selective pressure on each gene (Sup. Fig. 7, 8, 9, 10). We then
investigated the GC content across this region as an indicator of horizontal gene transfer. No
dramatic changes in GC content were observed across the pilBCD operon and surrounding
region suggesting that no horizontal gene transfer has occurred (Sup. Fig. 11). However, the
possibility of a historical horizontal gene transfer event or a horizontal gene transfer between
closely related species could not be ruled out.
The filamentous hemagglutinin phylogenetic tree was also found to be deeper compared
to the MLST phylogenetic tree, indicating that more divergence has occurred among these genes
than in the neutrally evolving genome as a whole (Fig. 5a and e). This high level of diversity is
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likely due to the highly repetitive and modular nature of this gene, which encourages local
recombination events and transcription errors55,64. We identified between 24-40 hemagglutinin
repeats in each filamentous hemagglutinin gene within the Pseudomonas genomes, as assigned
by PFAM (Sup. Fig 12). Evidence of recombination was supported by the identification of two
large 310aa and 595 INDELs and several additional 9-18aa INDELs as well as the presence of
variable numbers of smaller filamentous hemagglutinin related genes at the 5’ end of each gene
(Sup. Fig 13). This trend in phylogenetic depth was also found at the amino acid level,
indicating that more divergence occurred among the Type IV pilus genes than in the neutrally
evolving genome as a whole ( Sup. Fig. 14). This analysis also revealed potential unequal levels
of diversifying selection across the type IV pilus genes. The test statistic dN-dS was evaluated
per codon to further investigate the effects of selection on the pilBCD operon (Sup. Fig. 15). As
shown in both the dN-dS data and amino acid phylogenies, most of the SNPs confer synonymous
mutations that do not affect the amino acid sequences. Therefore positive selection is not likely
to be occurring on the operon as a whole or on a codon-by-codon basis.
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3b.3.6 The
diversification of
type IV pilus
genes across the
Pseudomonas
syringae species
In order to
investigate whether the
observed genomic
diversity was unique to
the P. syringae cotton
pathogen or common
among the P. syringae
species as a whole, we
considered
Figure 5. MLST and gene phylogenies of type IV pilus genes and
filamentous hemagglutinin within P. syringae cotton pathogens
genomes. Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic tree based on nucleotide
sequences of A) Concatenated regions of housekeeping genes: gyrB, rpoD,
gap1, and gltA. B) pilB, C) pilC, D) pilD, and E) Filamentous
hemagglutinin within P. syringae cotton pathogens. Branch labels are
bootstrap percentage values based on 100 bootstraps.

representatives of each
of the five major P.
syringae phylogroups.
Unfortunately, we

were not able to include filamentous hemagglutinin in this analysis because most of these
genomes were assembled using Illumina data, which is not conducive to assembling these large,
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repetitive genes. Therefore, we focused on the Type IV pilus operon. As before, the pilC and to a
lesser extent pilB phylogenetic trees had a greater depth than the MLST or pilD trees (Fig. 6). In
contrast to Figure 5, Ps248 pilB, pilC, and pilD genes all remained within the Phylogroup 2 clade
(Fig 6). This suggests that other evolutionary forces such as varying levels of pathoadaptation,
not horizontal gene transfer, may be the cause of the genetic diversity of these genes within
Ps248. In contrast, the pilB- and pilC- based trees placed Ps183 in a separate clade with P.
syringae pv. tabaci LMG5393, a Phylogroup 3 pathogen (Fig. 6). This trend is maintained in the
amino acid sequences (Sup. Fig. 16). This suggests that the pilB and pilC genes of isolate Ps183
may have undergone horizontal gene transfer from a Phylogroup 3 pathogen. This would also
explain why there was no large change in GC content within the region of the pilBCD operon
because a horizontal gene transfer among closely related strains would not show this marker
(Sup. Fig. 11).
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Figure 6. MLST and gene phylogenies of Type IV Pilus Genes spanning 5 P. syringae
phylogroups. Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic tree based on nucleotide sequences of A)
concatenated regions of housekeeping genes: gyrB, rpoD, gap1, and gltA. B) pilB C) pilC D)
pilD within P. syringae pathogens across 5 phylogroups. Branch labels are bootstrap
percentage values based on 100 bootstraps.

To further understand how the pairwise nucleotide diversity of the pilBCD operon
compares to other genes and other pathosystems, we calculated pairwise nucleotide diversity of
housekeeping and virulence related genes from P. syringae pathogens of tomato, kiwi, and
cherry (Sup. Table 4)65–67. Each of these datasets provided a unique view of P. syringae hostpathogen evolution. The P. syringae pv. tomato T1 pathogens were previously determined to be
“monomorphic” with low genetic diversity68. In contrast, the P. syringae cherry pathogens were
previously placed into three different phylogroups and likely have separate evolutionary
origins65. The kiwi pathogens hypothesized to have recently emerged from a single origin and
therefore have an intermediate amount of genetic diversity67. The commonly used MLST genes
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Figure 7. Pairwise nucleotide diversity among conserved virulence factors and
housekeeping genes within 4 P. syringae pathovars. Pairwise Nucleotide Diversity was
assessed in 100bp windows across nucleotide clustal alignments of housekeeping genes
and virulence factors that are conserved in P. syringae cotton pathogen genomes (black)
As well as housekeeping and pilB, pilC, pilD genes from T1 tomato pathogens (red), kiwi
pathogens (green), and cherry pathogens (pink). Error bars: Standard Deviation.
gap1, gltA, gyrB, and rpoD, were used as a proxy for overall genomic nucleotide diversity within
each dataset. As expected, the tomato T1 housekeeping genes had the lowest diversity, followed
by kiwi and then cherry (Fig. 7). In fact, only rpoD had any SNPs differentiating tomato T1
strains. The same trend held for pilB, pilC, and pilD genes. pilC was the most diverse gene in the
operon in kiwi, cherry, and cotton datasets, followed by pilB and then pilD, which was only
slightly more diverse than the housekeeping genes. Among the pilB, pilC, and pilD genes in the
tomato T1 isolates, only pilB displayed any SNPs. The pilB and pilC genes of the cherry
pathogens displayed the highest levels of nucleotide diversity among all pathovars. This was
likely due to the basal levels of diversity among these pathogens, as shown by the high diversity
within housekeeping genes (Fig. 7). The low levels of diversity among the housekeeping genes
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of cotton pathogens compared to the high levels of diversity within pilB and pilC suggests that
cotton pathogens may be undergoing high levels of diversifying selection at this locus (Fig. 7).
Table 1: Population Genetic Analyses of Putative Virulence Factors within P. syringae cotton
pathogens. Statistics were calculated using whole gene nucleotide alignments using MEGA7. Genes
are ordered in ascending order of Tajima’s D value.

Gene

Positions in Final
Dataset (n)

Segregating
Sites (S)

S/n (Ps) Ps/a1 (Θ)

π

Tajima's D

HopAC1-1
HopA1
HopAN1
AvrE1
HopAJ2
HopAH1
HopJ1

1929
1149
1290
4863
1338
1284
342

54
17
26
175
24
22
13

0.028
0.015
0.020
0.360
0.018
0.017
0.038

0.011
0.006
0.008
0.015
0.007
0.007
0.016

0.009
0.005
0.008
0.014
0.007
0.007
0.016

-0.986
-0.753
-0.455
-0.242
-0.212
-0.017
0.126

HopAC1-2
HopAK1
HopM1
PilD

6069
1617
2145
873

150
77
60
55

0.025
0.048
0.028
0.063

0.010
0.019
0.011
0.026

0.010
0.020
0.012
0.028

0.143
0.159
0.425
0.621

1695
2010
2109
1452
2106
1143
14222
1841

440
27
46
42
21
15
2329
634

0.260
0.013
0.022
0.029
0.010
0.013
0.164
0.344

0.106
0.005
0.009
0.012
0.004
0.005
0.067
0.141

0.118
0.006
0.010
0.014
0.005
0.006
0.080
0.169

0.644
0.653
0.669
0.960
1.000
1.093
1.188
1.209

HrpE
HrpK1
HopAI1
PilC

582
2307
804
1218

10
48
29
422

0.017
0.021
0.036
0.346

0.007
0.008
0.015
0.141

0.009
0.010
0.018
0.178

1.270
1.356
1.363
1.528

Insecticidal Toxin
HrpA

7344
327

1866
15

0.254
0.046

0.104 0.135
0.019 0.025

1.794
1.867

PilB
MLST
HopAG1
HopAA1
HrcC
HopAH2
Fil. Hemagglutinin
Rhs Element Vgr

However, high levels of nucleotide diversity alone cannot be used as evidence of
diversifying selection. Tajima’s D compares the pairwise nucleotide diversity to the expected
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level of variation, which is calculated from the sum of segregating sites. This allows for the
identification of the presence of an overabundance of rare alleles, indicative of diversifying
selection. Using this statistic, pilC has a positive value (1.528), confirming that it is under
diversifying selection (Table 1). This value is much higher than the neutrally evolving MLST
regions of gap1, gltA, gyrB, and rpoD (0.653). Interestingly, two other putative virulence factors
have even higher Tajima’s D values than pilC: an insecticidal toxin encoding gene and hrpA.
Therefore diversifying selection may be acting on multiple P. syringae virulence factors. In
contrast, several other T3E have negative Tajima’s D values indicating that they are under
purifying selection. This suggests that these genes are likely important for pathogen fitness. The
particular importance of PilC in the P. syringae- cotton pathosystem is supported by the larger
differences in tree depths between the pilBCD operon trees and the MLST reference tree in
figure 5 than in figure 6 where P. syringae strains from across the species are included. Taken
together, these data suggest that higher diversifying selection may be acting on cotton pathogen
genomes than on the genomes of other P. syringae pathovars. This further suggests that PilB and
PilC may be PTI targets of cotton and therefore the type IV pilus may play an important role in
the host-pathogen arms race in this pathosystem.

3b.4 Materials and Methods
3b.4.1

Isolate collection
Pseudomonas syringae isolates were collected from diseased leaf tissue originating from

cotton fields in Texas. Leaf tissue was macerated in 10mM MgCl2 and plated on either NYG or
KB agar and incubated for two days at 30 degrees Celsius. Single colonies were isolated and
tested for Koch’s postulates and 16S identity as previously described69. Five isolates were
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identified in this way from material collected from 2015 to 2017 (Ps183, Ps203, Ps234, Ps248,
and Ps480). Two additional Isolates were obtained from culture collections: P. syringae pv.
aptata CFBP 1617 (Ps418) and P. syringae ATCC 51506 (Ps236, Ps238) isolated from cotton in
1994. P. syringae ATCC 51506 was split into two samples because the original culture contained
colonies of two morphologies: white-Ps236 and yellow-Ps238. Cultures of both cell types were
able to cause similar amounts of disease, therefore both samples were included in this study. In
total, this resulted in 8 P. syrinage isolates.

3b.4.2

Inoculations
Cotton variety DES56 was grown under greenhouse conditions until five fully expanded

leaves appeared. Fully expanded leaves were inoculated with 1x106 CFU/ml of bacteria
suspended in 10mM MgCl2 with a needleless syringe. Disease assays were conducted in a
growth chamber set at 30 degrees Celsius with 80% humidity and 14 hour days. Images were
taken four days post inoculation.

3b.4.3

Genome sequencing, assembly, and annotation
DNA with high molecular weight was extracted using a standard CTAB DNA

preparation. DNA was sequenced using a nanopore MinION R9 flow cell and SQK-RAD004
Rapid Sequencing kit. Genomes were assembled with Canu and polished with Nanopolish42,43.
These genomes were circularized and chromosomes were reoriented to DnaA and plasmids were
reoriented to RepA.
100x Shotgun Illumina MiSeq library prep, 2x250 paired-end sequencing, and trimming
was performed at the Roy J. Carver Biotechnology Center at the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign. Bacterial genomes were then polished again with Pilon using the paired-end reads45.
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In total, two rounds of Nanopolish and three rounds of Pilon were performed. This resulted in
genomes with gammaproteobacteria BUSCO scores >98% (Sup. Fig. 6)44. Chromosome sizes
range from 5,936,430bp to 6,087,715bp. Genomes Ps234, Ps236, Ps238, and Ps480 contained a
68kb plasmid and Ps418 contained a homologous 58kb plasmid. Genomes were annotated using
prokka and a database of T3Es, as described previously70 as well as the database of P. syringae
pv. tomato DC3000 effectors46,71.
Sample Ps480 was sequenced separately using the SMRT PacBio platform. This genome
was assembled with Falcon and polished with Quiver40,41.

3b.4.4

Phylogenetics
Multi locus sequence typing analysis was performed using concatenated regions of the

gyrB, rpoD, gap1, and gltA genes. The concatenated regions of the newly sequenced strains were
aligned with corresponding regions of 57 Pseudomonas syringae isolates using the PAMDB
database and Mega7 and a Maximum Likelihood tree was generated72,73. Bootstrap values
represent the percentage of trees out of 500 that support that branch. All alignment gaps were
removed from the analysis, leaving 2001 base pairs in the final dataset. Branch lengths are
numbers of substitutions per site.
In order to generate a more finely tuned tree of the P. syringae cotton pathogens, whole
chromosomes were aligned using default settings on Mauve47. This tool identifies
rearrangements and possible HGT events through the detection of colinear blocks. This allows
for phylogenetic analysis to be performed on data that has been corrected for these events that
may skew the results. 331,898 SNPs among all colinear blocks were identified by Mauve. The
SNPs from the Mauve SNP file were concatenated and a Maximum Likelihood tree was
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generated using Mega7. Bootstrap values represent the percentage of trees out of 500 that
support that branch. All alignment gaps were removed from the analysis.

3b.4.5

Virulence Factor Identification
Prokka along with two databases of effectors were used to identify the virulence factors

in each genome. The type III effector annotations were manually inspected. Any effector
annotated in some but not all genomes was against the other genomes using BLAST in order to
determine if a frame shift mutation or early stop codon caused this effector to not be annotated.
The biochemical pathways of P. syringae toxins were first searched for in Prokka
annotations. If no Prokka annotations were found, putative biosynthetic clusters were identified
by comparing functionally annotated toxin pathways against the newly sequenced genomes using
synteny and BLAST. A tBLASTn e-value cutoff of 1x10-6 was used for significance, as used by
the annotation software prokka46.

3b.4.6

Analysis of Nucleotide Diversity and Selection
The Mauve SNP file was converted to a VCF file using snp-sites, using ps480 as the

reference74. Then, VCFtools was used to calculate pairwise nucleotide diversity (pi) across the
genome within the LCB’s using a 100bp sliding window staggered every 50bp54. Gaps were
removed from the analysis.
Peaks with pairwise nucleotide diversity greater than 0.25 were manually inspected for
alignment errors. Genomic regions that did not have alignment errors were identified in each
genome and aligned to assess nucleotide diversity across 100bp non-overlapping windows using
VCFtools54. Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic trees, population genetics, and dN-dS analyses
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of these genes were generated using Mega7. Bootstrap values represent the percentage of trees
out of 100 that support that branch. All alignment gaps were removed from the analysis.

3b.5 Discussion
This manuscript represents the first report of the genetic diversity of the Pseudomonas
syringae pathogen of cotton. Our thorough investigation of the phylogenetics, genomics, and
virulence factor arsenals of these isolates has revealed many insights into how this pathogen
causes disease and how it participates in the host-pathogen arms race. However, it continues to
be a mystery as to why so few reports of this disease have occurred. Phylogenetic analysis
suggests that this is not a new disease to cotton. Rather, it has likely laid dormant or unobserved
since it was last identified in 1994. It is possible that changes in the environment or agricultural
practices may have allowed it to re-emerge. For example, an increase in rainfall or a change in
the methods of acid delinting cotton seed may have helped this pathogen proliferate in cotton
fields. Alternatively, it is possible that resistant germplasm was unknowingly being used until
recently, similar to how Xanthomonas citri pv. malvacearum emerged on cotton in 2011(Anne Z
Phillips et al., 2017). Notably, no qualitative genetic resistance to this pathogen has been
identified in contemporary G. hirsutum varieties. Future work will focus on screening cotton
diversity panels for sources of resistance.
The most intriguing hypothesis for the intermittent emergence of this pathogen is that it is
an opportunistic pathogen. Much like opportunistic pathogens in a hospital setting, it may only
infect hosts in an agricultural setting that are pre-disposed or weakened due to a pre-existing
disease75–77. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that every pathogenic P. syringae that we
isolated also came from a plant that was infected with Xcm. This suggests the intriguing
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hypothesis that P. syringae and Xcm cause a disease complex on cotton. Bacterial-bacterial
disease complexes are rare across all pathosystems but they are not unheard of78–80. Therefore,
future research will focus on investigating this system as a possible disease complex.
An alternative approach for investigating the emergence of this disease is by exploring
the possibility that it is a member of a P. syringae phylogroup 2 generalist pathovar. Phylogroup
2 P. syringae pathogens are well known for their wide host ranges32. Our finding that a sugar
beet pathogen (Ps418) can cause disease on cotton supports this hypothesis. If this pathogen is
indeed a generalist, its presence in agricultural fields may ebb and flow depending on the contact
that cotton has with environmental sources of contamination such as weeds, shared farm
equipment, and rotation crops. Virulence assays on multiple hosts will illuminate whether this
pathogen is indeed a generalist or if it has been more specifically co-evolving with cotton for
millennia. These experiments will also determine the pathovar designation of these isolates. As
of now, the necessary disease assays required to designate these isolates as the member of an
existing or new pathovar have not been performed. However, given the recent studies
demonstrating an “overlapping continuum” of host ranges within P. syringae, perhaps the
practice of designating strains into pathovars is antiquated32.
It has been previously suggested that phylogroup 2 pathogens are generalists due to the
many toxins that they often secrete32,50. A necrotic phenotype is common in phylogroup 2
pathogens and often obscures the difference between resistance and susceptible responses
without the use of CFU growth assays31. The characteristic rapid spreading necrosis of the cotton
pathogens described in this study suggests that they too secrete toxins during pathogenesis. We
outline several potential culprits including syringomycin, syringopeptin, syringolin, and
mangotoxin, which are all known to cause necrotic lesions on hosts49,81–83. Syringafactin is better
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known as a surfactant than a toxin, but its potential contributions to this phenotype cannot be
ruled out84–86. Reverse genetics, diffusion, erythrocyte lysis, and surface tension assays as well as
LC-MS will be needed to definitively identify which families of lipopeptides are produced and
whether they have toxic properties and/or are involved in pathogen virulence on cotton.
When a new or relatively unknown disease emerges, it is now common practice to first
identify the arsenal of virulence factors present in the pathogen genome26,38,65,67. The motivation
for this analysis is the hypothesis that presence/absence changes in virulence factors such as T3E
can trigger a host shift or new pathogen race14,87. While this method is valid and has revealed
many fascinating examples of pathogen evolution88–91, we suggest that going one step further and
characterizing the evolutionary forces underlying virulence factor variation can not only explain
how a host change occurs, but also predict how a host change might occur in the future. The
method of studying the evolutionary forces acting on virulence factors is not new. In fact,
numerous studies have revealed mechanisms such as HGT, recombination, and pathoadaptation
that alter the sequences of T3E and therefore tilt the arms race in the pathogen’s favor7,17,18,50.
Interestingly, while the P. syringae cotton pathogens have many presence/absence changes in
their T3E repertoire, all conserved effectors have low pairwise nucleotide diversity, comparable
to the rest of the genome and their Tajima’s D values vary greatly from gene to gene. HrpA,
which encodes the subunits of the T3SS needle, displays the highest Tajima’s D value of all
virulence factors tested. This supports previous analysis that the gene is undergoing high levels
of diversifying selection across the P. syringae species17. In contrast, many other T3Es have
negative Tajima’s D values suggesting that they are undergoing purifying selection. This
indicates that diversifying selection is not acting on each of these genes equally.
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Furthermore, we apply these statistics to identify two relatively unknown virulence
factors in P. syringae: the type IV pilus and Filamentous Hemagglutinin. We find that these
genes are undergoing strong diversifying selection, suggesting their involvement in the hostpathogen arms race. These virulence factors are less well studied in Pseudmonas syringae than
T3Es, perhaps due to the lack of known gene-for-gene interactions in this system. However, both
genes are prevalent in both pathogenic and non-pathogenic bacteria and have been implicated as
virulence factors and immunity targets in human pathogens such as Neisseria gonorrhoeae and
Bordetella pertussis60,92,93. The predominant function of both systems is cell-cell adhesion, but
the type IV pilus has also been implicated in biofilm formation, swarming, and twitching
motility, all functions important for virulence53,56,63. Furthermore, both virulence factors are
present on the outside of the pathogen cell, making them likely targets for host pattern triggered
immunity (PTI).
The function of the type IV pilus in plant-pathogen systems is less clear than in
mammalian-pathogen systems. Their importance in pathogenicity, movement, and seed
transmission has been implicated94–97, though not in all systems63,97. For example, abolishing the
type IV pilus in Xylella decreased its ability to move upstream of water movement, but actually
increased biofilm formation96. Filamentous hemagglutinin has also been found to be a virulence
factor of the plant pathogens Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. citri, Xylella fastidosa, and
necrotrophic pathogens such as Erwinia chrysanthemi59,98,99. However, it is also upregulated
during biofilm formation of the plant growth promoting rhizobacteria Enterobacter100. Therefore,
the function of this protein varies from bacteria to bacteria.
Our identification of high Tajima’s D values among pilC and filamentous hemagglutinin
genes in closely related P. syringae isolates supports the hypothesis that the host-pathogen arms
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race is acting on these genes through diversifying selection. This is further supported by the
juxtaposition against the relatively low rates of nucleotide diversity in these genes within tomato,
cherry, and kiwi pathogens. Interestingly, the markers of diversifying selection are quite different
between the filamentous hemagglutinin gene and the type IV pilus pilBCD operon. While the
pilBCD operon shows equally distributed SNPs indicative of pathoadaptation as well as evidence
of horizontal gene transfer in one genome, filamentous hemagglutinin is repetitive and modular
in nature which may have allowed for high rates of recombination, representative of its common
status as a polymorphic toxin18,55. High levels of sequence variation within both type IV pilus
and filamentous hemagglutinin genes has also been reported within other pathosystems99,101–103.
This suggests that the function of these genes in the molecular arms-race may extend past the P.
syringae – G. hirsutum pathosystem.
The functions of the type IV pilus genes pilB and pilC, are inherently interconnected.
PilB is a cytoplasmic pilus polymerization ATPase104. Its N-terminal domain physically interacts
with and is coordinated by the inner membrane platform protein PilC104,105. Therefore, it is a
logical conclusion that if diversifying selection (driven by host PTI) were to act on pilB,
reciprocal mutations would accumulate in pilC and vice versa. PilD is a peptidase that processes
prepilins into mature pilins that can be incorporated into the pilus structure106. Therefore, this
role may require more functional constraint in order for the structural integrity of the pilus to be
preserved. Future research will focus on reverse genetics to identify the roles that these genes
play in pathogenicity on cotton as well as which aspects of host PTI recognize these virulence
factors. Further, we will determine if the pilB and pilC genes are interchangeable among P.
syringae cotton pathogens or if they have diversified so much as to only be functional within
their original Pseudomonad genome.
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Collectively, the use of long-read sequencing has allowed us to rapidly characterize an
emerging disease, propose hypotheses for its emergence, and investigate how it interacts in the
host-pathogen arms race. Through phylogenetics and comparative genomics, we determine that
this rare but re-emerging P. syringae pathogen of cotton is the same phylogroup 2 pathogen that
was last identified in 1994. We also identify several putative virulence factors including two
T3SSs, many T3Es, and five lipopeptide toxin biosynthetic clusters that may contribute to the
characteristic rapid spreading necrosis of this pathogen. Further, we probed the host-pathogen
arms race to identify two putative virulence factors that may be involved in PTI. Ultimately these
data lay the foundation for understanding how this pathogen emerged and how we can develop
durable resistance strategies against it.
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Chapter 4: Discussion and Future Directions
4.1 Abstract
Disease outbreaks are caused by diverse triggers ranging from pathogen evolution to
changes in weather systems to human behavior. Because of this, it is a great scientific challenge
to determine the exact causes of a disease outbreak and how the host or pathogen wins the
evolutionary arms race. In this thesis I identified several aspects of the host, pathogen, and
environment sides of the disease triangle that contributed to the outbreaks of Xanthomonas citri
pv. malvacearum (Xcm) and Pseudomonas syringae on cotton (Gossypium hirsutum). While
these data contribute significant information towards the field of pathology, they also revealed
many more remaining questions. Here I highlight several key findings from this thesis and the
scientific questions they reveal: Phylogenetic analysis of contemporary and historical isolates
revealed Xcm and P. syringae as re-emergent pathogens on cotton, but the contributions of
mixed-infections remains unknown. Genome sequencing and virulence factor identification
contributed to the basic understanding of these pathogens and their contributions to the hostpathogen arms race; however, the mechanisms of putative virulence factors remains to be
deciphered. Finally, host susceptibility genes and sources of resistance were identified that can
lead to a new generation of resistant cotton; however, the mechanisms of suspected susceptibility
genes and the genetic basis for G. hirsutum resistance to Xcm remains to be identified. Over all,
each of the findings outlined in this thesis as well as their resulting questions contributes to the
understanding of Gossypium hirsutum pathosystems and the greater field of pathology as a
whole.
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4.2 Introduction
Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) is the most widely used natural fiber in the world. This
industry is threatened by many diseases every year. I focused my thesis on two such pathogens:
Xanthomonas citri pv. malvacearum (Xcm) and Pseudomonas syringae. In 2011, the historical
cotton pathogen Xcm re-emerged in the US despite the presence of several sources of genetic
resistance 1. Investigations of this disease revealed that a second pathogen, P. syringae, was
infecting the same US fields. To our knowledge, this pathogen has only been identified twice
before, and only in Lubbock, Texas. When I began my thesis, very little was known about the
genetic diversity, mechanisms of virulence, or evolution of either of these pathogens because
they were not investigated as threats during the era of modern sequencing techniques. In this
thesis I use phylogenetics to confirm the status of Xcm and P. syringae as re-emergent diseases
on cotton, comparative genomics to identify putative virulence factors and the evolutionary
forces acting on them, and RNA-Seq and virulence assays to identify new resistance strategies
all in the context of the never ending host-pathogen arms race. Here I highlight the contributions
of these findings to the field as well as the gaps in knowledge that they expose.

4.3 Disease emergence and pathogen-pathogen interactions
Disease outbreaks and the underlying host-pathogen arms race are the result of the
combination of pathogen genetics, host genetics, and the environment. Previous studies on plant
pathogen outbreaks have identified the movement of propagation material, seeds, insect vectors,
and wind patterns as sources of outbreaks 2–6. Others have found that genetic changes in
pathogen virulence factors allowed them to cause disease on previously resistant hosts 7–9. In this
thesis I investigated whether the Xcm outbreak on G. hirsutum was caused by genetic changes in
Xcm that allowed it to overcome resistance. I also investigated whether P. syringae underwent
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any genetic changes that would explain its re-emergence on cotton. In summary, the genetic and
phylogenetic analysis described in this thesis allowed me to conclude that both outbreaks were
not likely to have been caused by a host shift or race shift. Instead, we report analysis of cotton
variety planting statistics that indicate this outbreak was likely exacerbated by a steady increase
in the percentage of susceptible cotton varieties grown each year since 2009.
It is still a mystery as to why the P. syringae cotton pathogen re-emerged and why its
emergence is so rare. It is possible that the necrotic lesions caused by this pathogen are being
incorrectly identified as a different pathogen. Alternatively, genetic resistance to this disease may
have been unknowingly deployed in fields until recently, similar to how Xcm re-emerged 1. It is
also possible that this pathogen is not particularly virulent in cotton fields and therefore only
occurs during rare weather patterns. Likely many of these factors, in conjunction with many
more factors yet to be known, work together to cause this pathogen to re-emerge once every few
decades.
The hypothesis for P. syringae emergence that is currently being investigated is whether
or not it is a coincidence that P. syringae re-emerged during an Xcm outbreak. To our
knowledge, every time P. syringae was isolated from a cotton plant this decade, Xcm was
isolated along with it. This may be caused by a sampling bias due to extension scientists visiting
Xcm infected fields more frequently than healthy fields. Alternatively, these two pathogens could
have a commensal or even mutualistic relationship. Many pathogens are opportunistic and
require for the host to be already weakened before disease can occur 10–12. A commensal
relationship would suggest that Xcm infections facilitate P. syringae disease progression. It is
also possible that Xcm benefits from the presence of P. syrinage in the form of a mutualistic
disease complex. Disease complexes occur when two pathogens cause a greater amount of
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disease together than they would apart 13–15. Disease complexes are difficult to identify due to the
many environmental variables present within an agricultural field that may influence the
distribution of pathogens and the expression of disease symptoms. However, if Xcm and P.
syringae do cause a disease complex, it would become an ideal model system for understanding
how disease complexes occur. This is because both pathogens are culturable and easily
genetically manipulated and we can study their infections in real time in the field.
The presence of a disease complex could be confirmed if bacterial concentrations and/or
disease symptoms are found to be stronger when the two pathogens are inoculated together than
when they are inoculated separately. Inoculations with a needleless syringe are typical for
quantifying bacterial colony forming units within the leaf due to the highly controlled levels of
inoculum that this method introduces into the plant. However, spray or dip inoculations better
mimic the mode of disease progression within a field. Therefore both methods of inoculation
should be used to determine whether the disease complex may be due to 1. One or both
pathogens enabling greater bacterial entry into the host or 2. One or both pathogens enabling
higher growth and/or disease symptoms once they have entered the host. Either of these methods
of mutualistic behavior could be caused due to direct pathogen-pathogen interactions such as
quorum signaling or through modulation of host defenses through hormone signaling.
Alternatively, a commensal interaction could be occurring if the interaction only benefits
P. syringae. This interaction would explain why P. syringae is so rarely found in the fields and
Xcm is a common pathogen. P. syringae may require high disease pressure from Xcm such as
from the recent Xcm disease outbreak in order to successfully infect a host. This hypothesis
would also be confirmed using the above methods and would result in higher disease
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symptoms/bacterial concentrations of P. syringae in co-inoculations than when it is inoculated
alone.
A third hypothesis is that these pathogens do not enhance each other’s disease causing
abilities. In fact, if the pathogens are not working together to cause disease in any way, it is
likely that they are either directly or indirectly antagonistic. This is because the host environment
contains a limited amount of resources that can support a finite number of bacterial cells. Coinoculation experiments and more will be used to determine the nature of the interaction of these
two bacterial pathogens of cotton.

4.4 Susceptibility genes
Susceptibility genes are host genes that are upregulated by pathogens during infection
and promote disease. The presence of G. hirusutum susceptibility genes was investigated in this
thesis in order to better understand the basic interaction between Xcm and G. hirsutum as well as
to identify potential targets for generating new resistant varieties. Time course RNA-Seq data of
Xcm inoculated and non-inoculated host tissue enabled us to identify several SWEET sugar
transporter and mildew locus-O (MLO) genes as putative susceptibility genes.
Four candidate susceptibility genes that we identified are SWEET sugar transporters. In
other systems, these genes are susceptibility genes that are upregulated by Xanthomonas
Transcription Activator-Like (TAL) effectors 16,17. This occurs through the unique ability of TAL
effectors to bind to Effector Binding Elements (EBEs) in susceptibility gene promoters in a
sequence-specific manner 18,19. When SWEET genes are knocked down, or when the interaction
between the TAL effector and SWEET promoter is disrupted, disease symptoms are diminished.
The identification of several TAL effectors in each Xcm strain used in this study supports the
hypothesis that these SWEET genes are susceptibility genes that are used by Xcm to promote
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virulence. In fact, Cox et al. showed that at least one SWEET gene in Gossypium hirsutum can
be disrupted and confer quantitative resistance to a race of Xcm 20. Interestingly, as I show in this
thesis, one set of homeologous SWEET genes is upregulated by one Xcm strain and the other set
of SWEET genes is upregulated by the other Xcm strain that has a different repertoire of TAL
effectors. Therefore the TAL effector-SWEET promoter binding specificity is likely to be highly
variable from isolate to isolate. In the future this system could be probed to understand the
contributions of the many SWEET homologs and homeologs to susceptibility in the G. hirsutumXcm pathosystem. Therefore, while the Xcm-G. hirsutum pathosystem was identified as a good
model system for understanding TAL-SWEET gene interactions, it is not a great candidate
system for the development of resistant varieties through disrupted EBE sites.
A more likely candidate gene for the development of a Xcm resistant G. hirsutum variety
is Mildew Locus-O (MLO). Unlike the SWEET genes, this homeologous pair of genes was
induced equally by two phylogenetically distinct Xcm strains. MLO has been deployed in many
systems to confer resistance to its namesake powdery mildew, but some evidence suggests that
this gene family may confer resistance to Xanthomonads 21. The next step in determining
whether this gene is a susceptibility gene is to disrupt the function of the gene and determine if
the subsequent plants are resistant to Xcm. Preliminary experiments indicate that knocking down
this gene using virus induced gene silencing (VIGS) may be difficult. Therefore, future efforts
will focus on CRISPR knock-outs of this gene. Cotton has historically been a difficult gene to
genetically manipulate due in part to low transformation rates and the tetraploid nature of its
genome. However, recent breakthroughs in both transformation efficiency and CRISPR
technology may make this knock-out possible 22–26.
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These data reveal insights into the Xcm-G. hirsutum disease complex and strategies for
future development of resistant cultivars. Susceptibility genes are particularly good candidates
for developing resistant germplasm because they generally confer non-race specific resistance. In
contrast to resistance genes, these genes often target a conserved host mechanism that the
pathogen needs to proliferate and successfully cause disease 27,28. However, due to the functional
redundancy of SWEET genes in the Gossypium hirsutum genome, this broad-spectrum resistance
is lost. In contrast, the MLO-based resistance may be more widely applicable than Xcm due to its
uses against multiple pathogens in other systems 21,28. However, one caveat to the use of many
susceptibility gene mutants is that many of them cause pleiotropic effects. Whether or not
pleiotropic effects occur is often species specific and the underlying causes are a current topic of
research in the field. Therefore, future work on the contributions of these susceptibility genes to
Xcm disease as well as their pleiotropic effects are still needed.

4.5 Resistance genes
In contrast to susceptibility gene mutants, resistance genes have been used as Xcm
resistant germplasm for decades 29,30. In cotton, many of these genes are incorporated into
germplasm through traditional breeding practices 29–32. However, we still do not know the
identities of any of the 20 hypothesized resistance genes. My preliminary work, performed in
collaboration with Vasu Kuraparthy, has identified nine sources of qualitative resistance to Xcm
across a diverse panel of cotton varieties 31. I identified one variety that has resistance tied to a
single dominantly inherited trait, a common characteristic of resistance genes 33. Other varieties
are also likely to have this type of resistance, but were not screened. Many of these resistant
varieties have now been crossed with susceptible varieties and self-fertilized until the F6
generation. Future research will focus on screening these populations for resistance and
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ultimately map the location of these genes. This research will lead to more targeted breeding
practices for developing resistance and may eventually lead to the incorporation of Xcm
resistance into more diverse and farmer preferred varieties.
Due to the sparse research attention that the Pseudomonas syringae cotton pathogen has
had, there have been no known previous attempts to identify genetic resistance to this pathogen.
Alarmingly, our preliminary studies have not identified a cotton cultivar that is completely
resistant to this pathogen. In this thesis I present the first characterization of the genetic and
phenotypic diversity of the P. syringae cotton pathogen. These data will enable us to screen the
cotton diversity panel for resistance to diverse P. syringae strains so that durable resistance
strategies can be developed.

4.6 Virulence factor mechanisms
Bacterial pathogens use a plethora of virulence factors to promote growth and disease
symptoms. These range from highly specialized effectors that bind to and upregulate host
susceptibility genes to toxins that lyse any host membrane in their path.
Filamentous hemagglutinin and the PilBCD type IV pilus operon were singled out as
potential players in the P. syringae-G. hirsutum arms race due to their high pairwise nucleotide
diversity. However, it is still unclear what contributions these genes have towards pathogenicity.
In other systems, these genes promote pathogenicity by facilitating adhesion to host cells and
movement across the plant surface 34–37. However, these contributions are highly variable from
system to system and knock-outs of these genes do not always result in reduced pathogenicity 38–
40

. Gene knock-outs in multiple strains of the P. syringae cotton pathogen are needed to confirm

that they function as virulence factors in this system. In addition, the great variability in
sequences from strain to strain leads to the question of whether these genes are able to
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complement each other in different strains. In particular, I found high levels of nucleotide
diversity in the pilB and pilC genes of the type IV pilus. In Pseudomonas aerigunosa, these
genes physically interact to promote the extension of the pilus 41,42. Therefore, it is possible that
the separate evolution of these genes within strains has made them unable to function in different
contexts. Knock-out and reciprocal complementation assays will illuminate the roles that these
genes play in virulence as well as the impact of diversification on their functions.
Phylogroup 2 P. syringae pathovars often deploy phytotoxins that promote pathogenicity
and trigger necrosis 43,44. I identified several toxin biosynthetic clusters that may be the source of
the rapid necrosis that is characteristic of the P. syringae pathogen of cotton. Each toxin,
syringomycin, syringopeptin, syringolin, and mangotoxin, cause necrosis unlike coronatine,
phaseolotoxin, and tabtoxin that cause chlorosis 45,46. Interestingly, one isolate, Ps203, does not
cause spreading necrosis and yet is still able to multiply to similar levels as strains that cause
more dramatic symptoms. LC-MS will be needed to identify which toxins are secreted by each of
these strains, if any. An alternative hypothesis for the spreading necrosis is that it is an
unsuccessful resistance response. Essenberg et al. reported a “spreading collapse” in some cotton
genotypes in response to spray inoculation of Xcm 30. This response resulted in a decrease in
growth of pathogenic bacteria compared to susceptible varieties and therefore was deemed a
form of “runaway cell death” similar to the disease phenotype of lsd1 Arabidopsis thaliana
mutants 47. However, this did not occur until a week after inoculation with concentrations of 1 x
106 and did not occur with point inoculations or in field inoculations. Therefore, it is more likely
that this phenotype is caused by a pathogen toxin than a host resistance response.
The discovery of each of these virulence factors has contributed to the basic
understanding of bacterial cotton pathogens and how they compete in the plant-pathogen arms
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race. Additional analyses of codon usage, gene expression levels, plasmid copy number, and
metabolomics may shed further light on how finely tuned these virulence systems are their hosts.
Genetic manipulation experiments will confirm the contributions that these factors have on
virulence.

4.7 Conclusions of the thesis
Xcm and P. syringae are re-emergent pathogens on cotton. The data exhibited in this
thesis provide insights into how these pathogens cause disease and how resistant varieties can be
developed in the future. This was accomplished through long read sequencing and assembly of
bacterial genomes that revealed phylogenetic and evolutionary explanations for disease
emergence as well as evidence for putative virulence factors. Additionally, RNA-Sequencing and
disease screening identified putative susceptibility genes and the presence of resistance genes
that may be used in the future to develop new resistant varieties of cotton. These data provide
important information for the understanding of these diseases and lay the groundwork for future
genetic manipulation of both the host and pathogen.
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Appendix I: Supplemental Figures For:
Genomics-Enabled Analysis of the Emergent
Disease Cotton Bacterial Blight
Table AI.1(S1 Table): US Counties with reported CBB incidence from 2009 to 2016.
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Table AI.2(S2 Table): Xanthomonas genomes previously deposited on NCBI that are referenced in this
paper.
GenBank

Strain

Abbreviation

GCA_000072485

Stenotrophomonas maltophilia K279a

S. maltophilia

GCA_000087965

Xanthomonas albilineans GPE PC73

X. albilineans_1

GCA_000962915

Xanthomonas albilineans strain HVO082

X. albilineans_2

GCA_000962925

X. albilineans_3

GCA_000225915

Xanthomonas albilineans strain PNG130
Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. citrumelo
F1 !Xaxon_pvCitrum_F1

GCA_000488955

Xanthomonas alfalfae subsp. alfalfae CFBP 3836

X. alfalfa_1

GCA_000306055

Xanthomonas arboricola pv. juglandis str. NCPPB 1447

X. arboricola_1

GCA_000355635

Xanthomonas arboricola pv. corylina str. NCCB 100457

X. arboricola_2

GCA_000521365

Xanthomonas arboricola pv. pruni MAFF 301420

X. arboricola_3

GCA_000259445

Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. Glycines str. 12-2

X. axonopodis_1

GCA_000265565

Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. Manihotis (Bart Lab)

X. axonopodis_2

GCA_000007145

Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris str. ATCC 33913

X. campestris_1

GCA_000012105

Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris str. 8004

X. campestris_2

GCA_000403575
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X. campestris_3
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X. citri_1
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X. citri_2
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Xanthomonas citri subsp. citri Aw12879

X. citri_3

GCA_000009165

Xanthomonas campestris pv. Vesicatoria

X. euvesicatoria_1

GCA_000802325

Xanthomonas euvesicatoria strain 66b

X. euvesicatoria_2
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Xanthomonas fuscans subsp. aurantifolii str. ICPB 11122

X. fuscans_1
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Xanthomonas fuscans subsp. fuscans strain CFBP4884

X. fuscans_2

GCA_000817715

Xanthomonas fuscans subsp. fuscans strain X621

X. fuscans_3

GCA_000192065

Xanthomonas gardneri ATCC 19865

X. gardneri_1

GCA_000007385

Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae KACC 10331

X. oryzae_1

GCA_000010025

Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae MAFF 311018

X. oryzae_2

GCA_000019585

Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae PXO99A

X. oryzae_3

GCA_000192045

Xanthomonas perforans 91-118

X. perforans_1

GCA_000800665

Xanthomonas perforans strain 4P1S2

X. perforans_2
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Xanthomonas sacchari NCPPB 4393

X. sacchari_1
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X. alfalfa_2

GCA_000815185

Xanthomonas sacchari strain R1

X. sacchari_2

GCA_000831625

Xanthomonas sacchari strain LMG 476

X. sacchari_3

GCA_000159795

Xanthomonas vasicola pv. vasculorum NCPPB 702

X. vasicola_1

GCA_000277995

Xanthomonas vasicola pv. vasculorum NCPPB 1326

X. vasicola_2

GCA_000772695

Xanthomonas vasicola strain NCPPB 1241

X. vasicola_3

GCA_000192025

Xanthomonas vesicatoria ATCC 35937

X. vesicatoria_1

GCA_000803145

Xanthomonas vesicatoria strain 53M X

X. vesicatoria_2

GCA_000803155

Xanthomonas vesicatoria strain 15b

X. vesicatoria_3

GCA_000454525

Xanthomonas citri pv. malvacearum X20 !Xcitri_malvX20

Xcm_BF_1

GCA_000454505

Xanthomonas citri pv. malvacearum X18 !Xcitri_malvX18
Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. malvacearum str. GSPB2388
!Xaxon_malv2388
Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. malvacearum str. GSPB1386
!Xaxon_malv1386

Xcm_BF_2

GCA_000309925
GCA_000309905

Xcm_SU44
Xcm_NI86

Table AI.3(S3 Table): Disease phenotypes and percent acreage of commercial G. hirsutum varieties
planted in the US from 2009-2016.

<Attached>
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Table AI.4(S4 Table): RNA-Seq analysis reveals that 52 genes are induced in all Xcm-G. hirsutum
interactions at 48 hours ((p ≤ 0.05) with a Log2 (fold change in FPKM) ≥ 2).
A Genome

D Genome

Gene Annotation

Gh_A02G0615

Gh_D02G0670

Seven transmembrane MLO family protein

Gh_A03G0560

Gh_D03G0971

Pectate lyase family protein

Gh_A05G2012

Gh_D05G2256

Protein of unknown function DUF688

Gh_A06G0439

Gh_D06G0479

basic chitinase

Gh_A07G1129

Gh_D07G1229

Protein of unknown function (DUF1278)

Gh_A10G0257

Gh_D10G0257

Protein E6

Gh_A10G1075

Gh_D10G1437

Pectin lyase-like superfamily protein

Gh_A13G1467

Gh_D13G1816

pathogenesis-related 4

Gh_A01G0779

Predicted Protein

Gh_A01G1712

terpene synthase 21

Gh_A02G0972

glycosyl hydrolase 9B13

Gh_A03G0875

Protein of unknown function (DUF1666)

Gh_A04G0364

Cysteine proteinases superfamily protein

Gh_A04G0366

Cysteine proteinases superfamily protein

Gh_A05G1967

Predicted Protein

Gh_A07G0470

malate synthase

Gh_A08G1167

downstream target of AGL15 2

Gh_A09G0128

EXS (ERD1/XPR1/SYG1) family protein

Gh_A09G1148

Protein of unknown function, DUF642

Gh_A09G1803

Pectin lyase-like superfamily protein

Gh_A12G2323

PAR1 protein

Gh_A13G0185

expansin A4

Gh_A13G0205

Ypt/Rab-GAP domain of gyp1p superfamily protein

Gh_A13G0281

Subtilase family protein

Gh_A13G1662

Protein of unknown function (DUF1677)
Gh_D01G1158

hydroxy methylglutaryl CoA reductase 1

Gh_D02G1352
Gh_D02G1437

glutaredoxin-related
Plant invertase/pectin methylesterase inhibitor superfamily
protein

Gh_D03G1462

osmotin 34
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Gh_D05G2589

laccase 14

Gh_D06G0662

Nucleotide-diphospho-sugar transferases superfamily protein

Gh_D07G1960

Uncharacterized membrane protein

Gh_D07G1997

RAB GTPase homolog A5E

Gh_D08G0336

WUSCHEL related homeobox 13

Gh_D08G2134

Protein of unknown function (DUF1635)

Gh_D09G1130

beta-1,3-glucanase 3

Gh_D10G1861

expansin A8

Gh_D11G0279

chloroplast beta-amylase

Gh_D11G1628

reversibly glycosylated polypeptide 1

Gh_D12G2309

glycosyl hydrolase 9C2

Gh_Sca005130G01

photosystem II reaction center protein B

Gh_Sca005423G01

Leucine-rich receptor-like protein kinase family protein

Gh_Sca006797G01

TBP-ASSOCIATED FACTOR 6B
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Figure AI.1(S1 Fig): Maps of CBB incidence in the US from 2011-2012 and 2014-2016. CBB incidence
was reported by extension agents, extension specialists and certified crop advisers in their respective
states for the years 2011-2012 and 2014-2016, and compiled by Tom Allen. CBB reports for 2013 were
infrequent.

FigureAI.2(S2 Fig): Disease phenotypes of historical Race18 strain and MS14003 strain. Xcm strains
Race18 and MS14003 were inoculated into G. hirsutum variety PHY499 WRF at an OD600 of 0.01 and
imaged at 8 dpi.
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Figure AI.3(S3 Fig): Growth assay of MS14003 and AR81009 on cotton varieties Acala Maxxa and DES
56. G. hirsutum varieties were inoculated with Xcm at an OD600: 0.05. Tissue was collected at day 0 and
day 3 and processed as described in materials and methods.

Figure AI.4(S4 Fig): Expression levels of significantly upregulated genes with a Log2 fold change of 2 in
G. hirsutum A) All significantly upregulated genes with a Log2 fold change of 2 B) All significantly
upregulated genes (p ≤ 0.05) with a Log2 (fold change in FPKM) ≥ 2 that are unique to each cultivar/Xcm
disease interaction in G. hirsutum. Numbers in grey bar indicate the total number of genes for each
condition.
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Figure AI.1(S5 Fig): Phylogeny of SWEET genes from Gossypium hirsutum, Manihot esculenta, and
Arabidopsis thaliana. Four predicted G. hirsutum SWEET genes are compared to classified A. thaliana
SWEET genes and the MeSWEET10a M. esculenta susceptibility gene. A protein alignment and
phylogenetic tree was generated by Clustal Omega, and the tree was visualized using Figtree v1.4.2.

Figure AI.6(S6 Fig): Alignment of predicted TAL effector binding sites on induced G. hirsutum SWEET
genes. A) TAL M28a is predicted to bind to and up-regulate the homeologous pair of SWEET genes:
A04_G0861 and D04_G1360 in G. hirsutum varieties Acala Maxxa and DES56 after inoculation with
Xcm strain MS14003. B) TAL A14a is predicted to bind to and up-regulate the SWEET gene D12_G1898
G1360 in G. hirsutum varieties Acala Maxxa and DES56 after inoculation with Xcm strain AR81009.
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Appendix II: Supplemental Figures For:
Evolutionary Context of the Pseudomonas
syringae Cotton Pathogen and Mechanisms of
Virulence

Figure AII.1(Sup. Fig. 1): Growth assay of P. syringae strains Ps418, Ps183, and Ps203 on Gossypium
hirsutum. Bacterial concentrations: 1x107.
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Table AII.1(Sup. Table 1): Genome assembly statistics of P. syringae cotton pathogens. All genomes
were sequenced with nanopore technology, assembled with Canu, polished with Nanopolish, circularized,
and further polished with Illumina reads using Pilon, except Ps480, which was sequenced using PacBio
technology, assembled with Falcon, polished with Quiver, and circularized.
# Raw
Reads

Strain

Mean Read
Length (bp)

Contig Type

Nanopore
Reads

Nanopore
Coverage

Contig
Length (bp)

Illumina
Coverage

Ps183

228,000

14,590

Chromosome

56,234

149.16

6,087,715

135

Ps203

214,343

10,402

Chromosome

55,554

95.14

5,994,796

125

Ps234

586,120

8,526

Chromosome

135,685

216.87

6,048,721

122

-

-

-

Plasmid

4,514

339.61

68,178

175

Ps236

244,313

8,474

Chromosome

20,607

48

5,936,430

141

-

-

-

Plasmid

164

46.37

67,923

132

Ps238

439,474

17,569

Chromosome

23,599

72.08

5,978,218

171

-

-

-

Plasmid

1,890

251.49

68,216

122

Ps248

318,254

12,583

Chromosome

85,189

198.26

6,080,853

117

Ps418

272,650

16,563

Chromosome

39,757

150.13

5,956,445

120

-

-

-

Plasmid

4,782

1413.06

58,518

242

Ps480

31,554

18,652

Chromosome

-

-

5,965,816

--

-

-

-

Plasmid

-

-

68,280

--
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Figure AII.2(Sup. Fig. 2): Mauve Alignment of P. syringae plasmid sequences.

Figure AII.3(Sup. Fig. 3): Quality Assessment of P. syringae genomes: Genome Quality was assessed
using BUSCO scores (Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy Orthologs). Raw: Initial Canu genome
assembly; Polish 1: After polishing with Nanopolish using Nanopore reads; Polish 2: After polishing with
Pilon using Illumina reads; Illumina: Illumina only genomes.
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Figure AII.4(Sup. Fig. 4): Nucleotide alignment illustrating the Rhizobial pathogenicity island (RPAI)T3SS present in 3 out of 7 P. syringae cotton pathogens sequenced.
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Table AII.2(Table S2): Virulence factor protein sequences used to BLAST P. syringae genomes
Organism

Accession/
Locus tag

Coronatine-coronafacic acid cfl

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

PSPTO_4680

Coronatine-coronafacic acid cfa-1

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

PSPTO_4681

Coronatine-coronafacic acid cfa-2

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

PSPTO_4682

Coronatine-coronafacic acid cfa-3

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

PSPTO_4683

Coronatine-coronafacic acid cfa-4

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

PSPTO_4684

Coronatine-coronafacic acid cfa-5

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

PSPTO_4685

Coronatine-coronafacic acid cfa-6

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

PSPTO_4686

Coronatine-coronafacic acid cfa-7

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

PSPTO_4687

Coronatine-coronafacic acid PSPTO_4688

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

PSPTO_4688

Coronatine-coronafacic acid cfa-8

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

PSPTO_4689

Coronatine-coronafacic acid cfa-9

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

PSPTO_4690

Coronatine-coronamic acid

cmaA

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

PSPTO_4709

Coronatine-coronamic acid

cmaB

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

PSPTO_4710

Coronatine-coronamic acid

cmaC

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

PSPTO_4711

Coronatine-coronamic acid

cmaD

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

PSPTO_4707

Coronatine-coronamic acid

cmaE

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

PSPTO_4708

Coronatine-coronamic acid

cmaT

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

PSPTO_4712

Coronatine-coronamic acid

cmaU

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

PSPTO_4714

Coronatine-coronamic acid

cmaX

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

PSPTO_2295

Coronatine-coronamic acid

alanyl tRNA synthetase Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

PSPTO_4713

Mangotoxin

mboA

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae CFBP3388

JX878402

Mangotoxin

mboB

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae CFBP3388

JX878402

Mangotoxin

mboC

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae CFBP3388

JX878402

Mangotoxin

mboD

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae CFBP3388

JX878402

Mangotoxin

mboE

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae CFBP3388

JX878402

Mangotoxin

mboF

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae CFBP3388

JX878402

Phaseolotoxin

sir2

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

tp

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Virulence Factor

Gene
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Phaseolotoxin

argK

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

ptx2

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

ptx3

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

ptx4

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

ptx5

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

ptx6

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

ptx7

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

ptx8

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

ptx9

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

ptx10-desA

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

ptx11

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

ptx12

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

ptx13

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

ptx14

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

ptx15

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

ptx16

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

amtA

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

ptx18

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

ptx19

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

ptx20

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

ptx21

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

ptx22

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

is-sir2

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Phaseolotoxin

tp

Pseudomonas syringae pv. phaseolicola NPS3121 DQ141263

Syringofactin

syfA

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

CM001763

Syringofactin

syfB

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

CM001763

Syringofactin

syfR

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

CM001763

Syringolin

salA

Pseudomonas syringae pv syringae B301 D-R

AJ548826

Syringolin

sylE

Pseudomonas syringae pv syringae B301 D-R

AJ548826

Syringolin

sylD

Pseudomonas syringae pv syringae B301 D-R

AJ548826
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Syringolin

sylC

Pseudomonas syringae pv syringae B301 D-R

AJ548826

Syringolin

sylB

Pseudomonas syringae pv syringae B301 D-R

AJ548826

Syringolin

sylA

Pseudomonas syringae pv syringae B301 D-R

AJ548826

Syringomycin

pseC

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

PSSB64_3170

Syringomycin

pseB

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

PSSB64_3171

Syringomycin

pseA

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

PSSB64_3172

Syringomycin

syrD

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

PSSB64_3180

Syringomycin

syrP

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

PSSB64_3181

Syringomycin

syrB1

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

PSSB64_3182

Syringomycin

syrB2

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

PSSB64_3183

Syringomycin

syrC

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

PSSB64_3184

Syringomycin

syrE-1

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

PSSB64_3185

Syringomycin

syrE-2

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

PSSB64_3186

Syringomycin

syrF

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

PSSB64_3187

Syringomycin

orf-1

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

PSSB64_3190

Syringomycin

orf-2

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

PSSB64_3191

Syringomycin

orf-3

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

PSSB64_3192

Syringomycin

syrG

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

PSSB64_3193

Syringopeptin

sypA

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

PSSB64_3179

Syringopeptin

sypB

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

PSSB64_3178

Syringopeptin

sypC-1

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

PSSB64_3176

Syringopeptin

sypC-2

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae B64

PSSB64_3177

Tabtoxin

tabA

Pseudomonas syringae BR2

DQ187985

Tabtoxin

tabB

Pseudomonas syringae BR2

DQ187985

Tabtoxin

tabC

Pseudomonas syringae BR2

DQ187985

Tabtoxin

tabD

Pseudomonas syringae BR2

DQ187985

Tabtoxin

tabP

Pseudomonas syringae BR2

DQ187985

Tabtoxin

tblA

Pseudomonas syringae BR2

DQ187985

Tabtoxin

tblC

Pseudomonas syringae BR2

DQ187985

Tabtoxin

tblD

Pseudomonas syringae BR2

DQ187985
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Tabtoxin

tblE

Pseudomonas syringae BR2

DQ187985

Tabtoxin

tblF

Pseudomonas syringae BR2

DQ187985

Tabtoxin

tblR

Pseudomonas syringae BR2

DQ187985

Tabtoxin

tblS

Pseudomonas syringae BR2

DQ187985

Ethylene Production

efe

Pseudomonas syringae pv. cannabina

AF101059

Auxin Biosynthesis

iaaM

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae Y30

U04358

Auxin Biosynthesis

iaaH

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae Y30

U04358

Auxin Inactivation

iaaL

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000

PSPTO_0371

Ice Nucleation

inaZ

Pseudomonas syringae S203

X03035

Syringolide

avrD

Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato PT23

MSDS01000059

Type Iva Pilus

ponA

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_5309

Type Iva Pilus

pilM

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_5308

Type Iva Pilus

pilN

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_5307

Type Iva Pilus

pilO

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_5306

Type Iva Pilus

pilP

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_5305

Type Iva Pilus

pilQ

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_5304

Type Iva Pilus

aroK

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_5303

Type Iva Pilus

aroB

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_5302

Type Iva Pilus

pilB

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_4749

Type Iva Pilus

pilC

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_4750

Type Iva Pilus

pilD

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_4751

Type Iva Pilus

coaE

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_4752

Type Iva Pilus

yacG

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_4753

Type Iva Pilus

pilU

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_0401

Type Iva Pilus

pilT

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_0400

Type Iva Pilus

yggS

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_0399

Type Iva Pilus

ispG

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_1132

Type Iva Pilus

yfgA

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_1131

Type Iva Pilus

pilF

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_1130

Type Iva Pilus

yfgB

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_1129
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Type Iva Pilus

pilE

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_4780

Type Iva Pilus

pilY2

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_4779

Type Iva Pilus

pilY1

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_4778

Type Iva Pilus

pilV

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_4775

Type Iva Pilus

fimU

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_4774

Type Iva Pilus

pilA

Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA96

PA96_4748

Table AII.3(Sup. Table 3): Top BLAST hits for iaaM and iaaH genes in P. syringae cotton pathogen
genomes.
Gene

Top BLAST Hit Name (Based on e-value)

% Query Coverage

E-value

iaaM

tryptophan 2-monooxygenase
GatA aspartyl/glutamyltRNA amidotransferase subunit A

94.08

1.34x10-55

%
Pairwise
Identity
30.3

98.21

6.13x10-31

29.7

iaaH
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Figure AII.5(Sup. Fig 5): Pairwise nucleotide diversity of P. syringae cotton pathogen housekeeping
genes (gap1, gltA, rpoD, and gyrB) and conserved type III effectors.
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Figure AII.6(Sup. Fig. 6): Regions of high pairwise nucleotide diversity among P. syringae cotton
pathogens include possible PTI targets and Polymorphic Toxins (From Figure 4b). Lines under X-axis
represent the position of each gene in the Ps480 genome. A) Type IV pilus operon with pilB (blue), pliC
(orange), pilD (red), and a conserved hypothetical protein (green) B) Insecticidal toxin C) Filamentous
hemagglutinin, and D) Rhs Element Vgr.
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Ps183_pilB
Ps248_pilB
Ps203_pilB
Ps234_pilB
Ps236_pilB
Ps238_pilB
Ps480_pilB

MTDVVLTGLAKQLVLAELLTETAAQQAYQQARREKVSLVSYLVQNKLVRSLTLAEIASDQ 60
MTDAVLTGLAKQLVLAELLTETVAQQAYQHARRDKVSLVSYLVQSKLVKSLTLAEMASEQ 60
MTEAVLTGLAKQLVLAELLTETAAQQAYIQARRDKISLVSYLVQNKLVKSLTVAEMASDQ 60
MTEAVLTGLAKQLVLAELLTETAAQQAYIQARRDKISLVSYLVQNKLVKSLTVAEMASDQ 60
MTDAVLTGLAKQLVLAELLTEPVAQQAYQQARRDKISLVSYLVQHKLVKSLTLAELASDQ 60
MTDAVLTGLAKQLVLAELLTEPVAQQAYQQARRDKISLVSYLVQHKLVKSLTLAELASDQ 60
MTDAVLTGLAKQLVLAELLTEPVAQQAYQQARRDKISLVSYLVQHKLVKSLTLAELASDQ 60
**:.***************** .***** :***:*:******** ***:***:**:**:*

Ps183_pilB
Ps248_pilB
Ps203_pilB
Ps234_pilB
Ps236_pilB
Ps238_pilB
Ps480_pilB

FGVPFVDLSSLDKESQPKGLVSEKLVRQHNALPLWRRGNKLFIGISDPTNHQAITDIQFS 120
FGVPFMDLASLDRESQPKGLVSEKLVRQHHALPLWRRGNKLFIGISDPTNHQAVTDIQFS 120
FGVPFMDLTSLDRESQPKGLVSEKLVRQHHALPLWRRGNKLFIGISDPTNHQAVTDIQFS 120
FGVPFMDLTSLDRESQPKGLVSEKLVRQHHALPLWRRGNKLFIGISDPTNHQAVTDIQFS 120
FGVPFMDLASLDKESQPKGLVSEKLVRQHHALPLWRRGNKLFIAISDPTNHQAVTDIQFS 120
FGVPFMDLASLDKESQPKGLVSEKLVRQHHALPLWRRGNKLFIAISDPTNHQAVTDIQFS 120
FGVPFMDLASLDKESQPKGLVSEKLVRQHHALPLWRRGNKLFIAISDPTNHQAVTDIQFS 120
*****:**:***:****************:*************.*********:******

Ps183_pilB
Ps248_pilB
Ps203_pilB
Ps234_pilB
Ps236_pilB
Ps238_pilB
Ps480_pilB

TGLNTEAILVEDDKLTVAIDRFFDTESGLGELADIDLGLEIEPASDKETSLATQSDADDA 180
TGLNTEAILVEDDKLTTAIDRFFDSDSGLGNLEDVDLGLDIEPADGKETSLSTQNDADDA 180
TGLNTEAILVEDDKLTVAIDRFFDSDSGLGNLEDVDLGLDIEPADGKETSIATQNDADDA 180
TGLNTEAILVEDDKLTVAIDRFFDSDSGLGNLEDVDLGLDIEPADGKETSIATQNDADDA 180
TGLNTEAILVEDDKLTIAIDRFFDSDSGLGNLEDVDLGLDIEPADGKETTLATQNDADDA 180
TGLNTEAILVEDDKLTIAIDRFFDSDSGLGNLEDVDLGLDIEPADGKETTLATQNDADDA 180
TGLNTEAILVEDDKLTIAIDRFFDSDSGLGNLEDVDLGLDIEPADGKETTLATQNDADDA 180
**************** *******::****:* *:****:****..***:::**.*****

Ps183_pilB
Ps248_pilB
Ps203_pilB
Ps234_pilB
Ps236_pilB
Ps238_pilB
Ps480_pilB

PVVRFVNKMLMDAIRLGSSDLHFEPYEKIFRVRLRTDGILHEVAKPPIHLANRIAARLKV 240
PVVRFVNKMLMDAIRLGSSDLHFEPYEKIFRVRLRTDGILHEVARPPIHLANRIAARLKV 240
PVVRFVNKMLMDAIRLGSSDLHFEPYEKIFRVRLRTDGILHEVARPPIHLANRIAARLKV 240
PVVRFVNKMLMDAIRLGSSDLHFEPYEKIFRVRLRTDGILHEVARPPIHLANRIAARLKV 240
PVVRFVNKMLMDAIRLGSSDLHFEPYEKIFRVRLRTDGILHEVARPPIHLANRIAARLKV 240
PVVRFVNKMLMDAIRLGSSDLHFEPYEKIFRVRLRTDGILHEVARPPIHLANRIAARLKV 240
PVVRFVNKMLMDAIRLGSSDLHFEPYEKIFRVRLRTDGILHEVARPPIHLANRIAARLKV 240
********************************************:***************

Ps183_pilB
Ps248_pilB
Ps203_pilB
Ps234_pilB
Ps236_pilB
Ps238_pilB
Ps480_pilB

MASLDISERRKPQDGRVKLRVSKNKAIDFRMNTLPTLWGEKIVMRILDPTSAQMGIDALG 300
MASLDISERRKPQDGRVKLRVSKTKAIDFRMNTLPTLWGEKIVMRILDPTSAQMGIDALG 300
MASLDISERRKPQDGRVKLRVSKTKAIDFRMNTLPTLWGEKIVMRILDPTSAQMGIDALG 300
MASLDISERRKPQDGRVKLRVSKTKAIDFRMNTLPTLWGEKIVMRILDPTSAQMGIDALG 300
MASLDISERRKPQDGRVKLRVSKTKAIDFRMNTLPTLWGEKIVMRILDPTSAQMGIDALG 300
MASLDISERRKPQDGRVKLRVSKTKAIDFRMNTLPTLWGEKIVMRILDPTSAQMGIDALG 300
MASLDISERRKPQDGRVKLRVSKTKAIDFRMNTLPTLWGEKIVMRILDPTSAQMGIDALG 300
***********************.************************************

Ps183_pilB
Ps248_pilB
Ps203_pilB
Ps234_pilB
Ps236_pilB
Ps238_pilB
Ps480_pilB

YEPDQKALYMEALKQPQGMILVTGPTGSGKTVSLYTGLNILNTVDINISTAEDPVEINLE 360
YEPEQKALYLEALKQPQGMILVTGPTGSGKTVSLYTGLNILNTVDINISTAEDPVEINLE 360
YEPEQKALYLEALKQPQGMILVTGPTGSGKTVSLYTGLNILNTVDINISTAEDPVEINLE 360
YEPEQKALYLEALKQPQGMILVTGPTGSGKTVSLYTGLNILNTVDINISTAEDPVEINLE 360
YEPEQKALYLEALKQPQGMILVTGPTGSGKTVSLYTGLNILNTVDINISTAEDPVEINLE 360
YEPEQKALYLEALKQPQGMILVTGPTGSGKTVSLYTGLNILNTVDINISTAEDPVEINLE 360
YEPEQKALYLEALKQPQGMILVTGPTGSGKTVSLYTGLNILNTVDINISTAEDPVEINLE 360
***:*****:**************************************************

Ps183_pilB
Ps248_pilB
Ps203_pilB
Ps234_pilB
Ps236_pilB
Ps238_pilB
Ps480_pilB

GINQVNVNPRQGLDFSQALRAFLRQDPDVIMVGEIRDLETAEIAIKASQTGHMVLSTLHT 420
GINQVNVNPRQGLDFSQALRAFLRQDPDVIMVGEIRDLETAEIAIKASQTGHMVLSTLHT 420
GINQVNVNPRQGLDFSQALRAFLRQDPDVIMVGEIRDLETAEIAIKASQTGHMVLSTLHT 420
GINQVNVNPRQGLDFSQALRAFLRQDPDVIMVGEIRDLETAEIAIKASQTGHMVLSTLHT 420
GINQVNVNPRQGLDFSQALRAFLRQDPDVIMVGEIRDLETAEIAIKASQTGHMVLSTLHT 420
GINQVNVNPRQGLDFSQALRAFLRQDPDVIMVGEIRDLETAEIAIKASQTGHMVLSTLHT 420
GINQVNVNPRQGLDFSQALRAFLRQDPDVIMVGEIRDLETAEIAIKASQTGHMVLSTLHT 420
************************************************************
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Ps183_pilB
Ps248_pilB
Ps203_pilB
Ps234_pilB
Ps236_pilB
Ps238_pilB
Ps480_pilB

NSAAETLTRLHHMGVAAFNIATAINLIIAQRLARKLCSHCKKELDIPRETLIQEGFPEEK 480
NSAAETLTRLHHMGVAAFNIATAINLIIAQRLARKLCSHCKKELDIPRETLIKEGFPEAE 480
NSAAETLTRLHHMGVAAFNIATAINLIIAQRLARKLCSHCKKELDIPRETLIQEGFPEAK 480
NSAAETLTRLHHMGVAAFNIATAINLIIAQRLARKLCSHCKKELDIPRETLIQEGFPEAK 480
NSAAETLTRLHHMGVAAFNIATAINLIIAQRLARKLCSHCKKELDIPRETLIKEGFPEAK 480
NSAAETLTRLHHMGVAAFNIATAINLIIAQRLARKLCSHCKKELDIPRETLIKEGFPEAK 480
NSAAETLTRLHHMGVAAFNIATAINLIIAQRLARKLCSHCKKELDIPRETLIKEGFPEAK 480
****************************************************:***** :

Ps183_pilB
Ps248_pilB
Ps203_pilB
Ps234_pilB
Ps236_pilB
Ps238_pilB
Ps480_pilB

VGTFKIYGPVGCEHCNGGYRGRVGIYEVVKKTPELERIIMEEGNSLEISRQMRKDGFNDL 540
IGKFKVYGPVGCEHCNGGYRGRVGIYEVVKKTSELERIIMEEGNSLEISRQMRKDGFSDL 540
IGTFKIYGPVGCEHCNGGYRGRVGIYEVVKKTPELERIIMEEGNSLEISRQMRKDGFNDL 540
IGTFKIYGPVGCEHCNGGYRGRVGIYEVVKKTPELERIIMEEGNSLEISRQMRKDGFNDL 540
IGTFKIYGPMGCEHCNGGYRGRVGIYEVVKKTAELERIIMEEGNSLEISRQMRKDGFNDL 540
IGTFKIYGPMGCEHCNGGYRGRVGIYEVVKKTAELERIIMEEGNSLEISRQMRKDGFNDL 540
IGTFKIYGPMGCEHCNGGYRGRVGIYEVVKKTAELERIIMEEGNSLEISRQMRKDGFNDL 540
:*.**:***:********************** ************************.**

Ps183_pilB
Ps248_pilB
Ps203_pilB
Ps234_pilB
Ps236_pilB
Ps238_pilB
Ps480_pilB

RTSGLSKAMQGITSLEEVNRVTKD
RTSGLSKAMQGITSLEEVNRVTKD
RTSGLSKAMQGITSLEEVNRVTKD
RTSGLSKAMQGITSLEEVNRVTKD
RTSGLSKAMQGITSLEEVNRVTKD
RTSGLSKAMQGITSLEEVNRVTKD
RTSGLSKAMQGITSLEEVNRVTKD
************************

564
564
564
564
564
564
564

Figure AII.7(Sup. Fig 7): Amino acid clustal alignment of P. syringae cotton pathogen PilB sequences.
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Ps236_pilC
Ps238_pilC
Ps480_pilC
Ps203_pilC
Ps234_pilC
Ps183_pilC
Ps248_pilC

MASKAAKVIVYTWEGVDKKGTKTSGELSGHNLALVKAQLRKQGINPTKVRKKSASIFGKG 60
MASKAAKVIVYTWEGVDKKGTKTSGELSGHNLALVKAQLRKQGINPTKVRKKSASIFGKG 60
MASKAAKVIVYTWEGVDKKGTKTSGELSGHNLALVKAQLRKQGINPTKVRKKSASIFGKG 60
MASKAVKVTVYTWEGVDKKGTKTSGELSGHNLALVKAQLRKQGINPTKVRKKSASLFGKG 60
MASKAVKVTVYTWEGVDKKGTKTSGELSGHNLALVKAQLRKQGINPTKVRKKSASLFGKG 60
MASKSVKVSVYTWEGVDKKGGKLSGEVNGHNLALVKAQLRKQGINVTKVRKKPVSIFGKG 60
MASKAIKVIVYTWEGVDKKGAKTSGELSGHNLALVKAQLRKQGINPTKVRKKSVSIFGKG 60
****: ** *********** * ***:.***************** ****** .*:****

Ps236_pilC
Ps238_pilC
Ps480_pilC
Ps203_pilC
Ps234_pilC
Ps183_pilC
Ps248_pilC

KKIKPLDIAFFSRQMATMMKAGVPLLQSFDIISEGAENPNMRTLVSSLKQEVSAGNSFAT 120
KKIKPLDIAFFSRQMATMMKAGVPLLQSFDIISEGAENPNMRTLVSSLKQEVSAGNSFAT 120
KKIKPLDIAFFSRQMATMMKAGVPLLQSFDIISEGAENPNMRTLVSSLKQEVSAGNSFAT 120
KKIKPLDIAFFSRQMATMMKAGVPLLQSFDIISEGAENPNMRALVNSLKQEVSAGNSFAT 120
KKIKPLDIAFFSRQMATMMKAGVPLLQSFDIISEGAENPNMRALVNSLKQEVSAGNSFAT 120
KKIKPLDIAFFSRQMATMMKAGVPLLQSFDIIAEGAENPNMRALVDSLKQEVSAGNSFAT 120
KKIKPLDIAFFARQMATMMKAGVPLLQSFDIIGEGAENPNMRALVSSLKQEVSAGNSFAM 120
***********:********************.*********:**.*************

Ps236_pilC
Ps238_pilC
Ps480_pilC
Ps203_pilC
Ps234_pilC
Ps183_pilC
Ps248_pilC

ALRQKPEYFDDLFCNLVDAGEQAGALESLLDRVASYKEKTEKLKAKIKKAMTYPIAVLIV 180
ALRQKPEYFDDLFCNLVDAGEQAGALESLLDRVASYKEKTEKLKAKIKKAMTYPIAVLIV 180
ALRQKPEYFDDLFCNLVDAGEQAGALESLLDRVASYKEKTEKLKAKIKKAMTYPIAVLIV 180
ALRQKPEYFDELFCNLVDAGEQAGALESLLDRVASYKEKTEKLKAKIKKAMTYPAAVVVV 180
ALRQKPEYFDELFCNLVDAGEQAGALESLLDRVASYKEKTEKLKAKIKKAMTYPAAVVVV 180
ALRQKPEYFDDLFCNLVDAGEQAGALESLLDRVASYKEKTEKLKAKIKKAMTYPAAVLIV 180
ALRQKPEYFDDLFCNLVDAGEQAGALESLLDRVASYKEKTEKLKAKIKKAMTYPAAVLIV 180
**********:******************************************* **::*

Ps236_pilC
Ps238_pilC
Ps480_pilC
Ps203_pilC
Ps234_pilC
Ps183_pilC
Ps248_pilC

AIIVSGILLIKVVPQFQSVFAGFGADLPAFTLMVIGLSNIVQEWWLIIVGLLFAGFFLFK 240
AIIVSGILLIKVVPQFQSVFAGFGADLPAFTLMVIGLSNIVQEWWLIIVGLLFAGFFLFK 240
AIIVSGILLIKVVPQFQSVFAGFGADLPAFTLMVIGLSNIVQEWWLIIVGLLFAGFFLFK 240
AIIVSGILLIKVVPQFQVVFAGFGAELPGFTLMVIGLSEIVQKWWLAISLAFFAGAFFLK 240
AIIVSGILLIKVVPQFQVVFAGFGAELPGFTLMVIGLSEIVQKWWLAISLAFFAGAFFLK 240
AVIVSGILLIKVVPQFQSVFTGFGAELPAFTLMVIGLSNIVQEWWLGIVGLFFFGFFVFK 240
AVIVSGILLIKVVPQFQSVFAGFGAELPTFTLMVIGLSEVVQKWWLAIVGLFFASVFIFK 240
*:*************** **:****:** *********::**:*** *
:* . *.:*

Ps236_pilC
Ps238_pilC
Ps480_pilC
Ps203_pilC
Ps234_pilC
Ps183_pilC
Ps248_pilC

RAYKKSQKFRDGLDRLLLKAPLIGPLIFKSSVARYARTLATTFAAGVPLVEALDSVAGAT 300
RAYKKSQKFRDGLDRLLLKAPLIGPLIFKSSVARYARTLATTFAAGVPLVEALDSVAGAT 300
RAYKKSQKFRDGLDRLLLKAPLIGPLIFKSSVARYARTLATTFAAGVPLVEALDSVAGAT 300
RAYKQSQKFRDSLDRFLLKVPIIGPLIFKSSVARYARTLATTFAAGVPLVEALDSVAGAT 300
RAYKQSQKFRDSLDRFLLKVPIIGPLIFKSSVARYARTLATTFAAGVPLVEALDSVAGAT 300
KSYKQSQKFRDSIDRFLLKVPVIGPLIFKSSVARYARTLATTFAAGVPLVEALDSVAGAT 300
RAYKRSQKFRDSLDRFLLKVPVIGPLIFKSSVARYARTLATTFAAGVPLVEALDSVAGAT 300
::**:******.:**:***.*:**************************************

Ps236_pilC
Ps238_pilC
Ps480_pilC
Ps203_pilC
Ps234_pilC
Ps183_pilC
Ps248_pilC

GNVVFKNAVIKVKQDVSTGMQLNFSMRSTGVFPSLAIQMTAIGEESGALDTMLDKVATYY 360
GNVVFKNAVIKVKQDVSTGMQLNFSMRSTGVFPSLAIQMTAIGEESGALDTMLDKVATYY 360
GNVVFKNAVIKVKQDVSTGMQLNFSMRSTGVFPSLAIQMTAIGEESGALDTMLDKVATYY 360
GNVVFKNAVNKVKQDVSTGMQLNFSMRSTGVFPSLAIQMTAIGEESGALDNMLDKVATYY 360
GNVVFKNAVNKVKQDVSTGMQLNFSMRSTGVFPSLAIQMTAIGEESGALDNMLDKVATYY 360
GNVVFRNAVNQVKQDVSTGMQLNFSMRSTGVFPSLAIQMTAIGEESGALDNMLDKVATYY 360
GNVVFRNAVNKVKQDVSTGMQLNFSMRSTGVFPSLAIQMTAIGEESGALDNMLDKVATYY 360
*****:*** :***************************************.*********
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Ps236_pilC
Ps238_pilC
Ps480_pilC
Ps203_pilC
Ps234_pilC
Ps183_pilC
Ps248_pilC

EDEVDNMVDNLTSLMEPMIMAFLGVIVGGLVIAMYLPIFKLGSIV
EDEVDNMVDNLTSLMEPMIMAFLGVIVGGLVIAMYLPIFKLGSIV
EDEVDNMVDNLTSLMEPMIMAFLGVIVGGLVIAMYLPIFKLGSIV
EDEVDNMVDSLTSLMEPVIMGVLGVIVGGLVIAMYLPIFKLGGAV
EDEVDNMVDSLTSLMEPVIMGVLGVIVGGLVIAMYLPIFKLGGAV
EEEVDNMVDSLTSLMEPMIMAVLGVIVGGLVIAMYLPIFKLGNVV
EDEVDNMVDSLTSLMEPMIMAVLGVVVGGLVIAMYLPIFKLGDVV
*:*******.*******:**..***:****************. *

405
405
405
405
405
405
405

Figure AII.8(Sup. Fig 8): Amino acid clustal alignment of P. syringae cotton pathogen PilC sequences.
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Ps248_pilD
Ps183_pilD
Ps203_pilD
Ps234_pilD
Ps236_pilD
Ps238_pilD
Ps480_pilD

MPLLDLLASSPLAFVTTCCILGLIIGSFLNVVVYRLPIMMERDWKAQSRELLGLPAEPDQ 60
MPLLDLLASSPLAFVTTCCILGLIIGSFLNVVVYRLPIMMERDWKAQSRELLGLPAEPDQ 60
MPLLDLLASSPLAFVTTCCILGLILGSFLNVVVYRLPIMMERDWKAQSRELLGLPAEPDQ 60
MPLLDLLASSPLAFVTTCCILGLILGSFLNVVVYRLPIMMERDWKAQSRELLGLPAEPDQ 60
MPLLDLLASSPLAFVTTCCILGLIIGSFLNVVVYRLPIMMERDWKAQSREMLGLPAEPDQ 60
MPLLDLLASSPLAFVTTCCILGLIIGSFLNVVVYRLPIMMERDWKAQSREMLGLPAEPDQ 60
MPLLDLLASSPLAFVTTCCILGLIIGSFLNVVVYRLPIMMERDWKAQSREMLGLPAEPDQ 60
************************:*************************:*********

Ps248_pilD
Ps183_pilD
Ps203_pilD
Ps234_pilD
Ps236_pilD
Ps238_pilD
Ps480_pilD

PVFNLNRPRSSCPHCAHKIRPLENLPVISYLLLRGKCSQCKAPISKRYPLVELTCAVLSA 120
PVLNLNRPRSSCPHCAHKIRPWENLPVISYLLLRGKCSQCKAPISKRYPLVELTCAVLSA 120
PVFNLNRPRSSCPHCAHKIRPWENLPVISYLLLRGKCSQCKAPISKRYPLVELTCAVLST 120
PVFNLNRPRSSCPHCAHKIRPWENLPVISYLLLRGKCSQCKAPISKRYPLVELTCAVLST 120
PVFNLNRPRSSCPHCAHKIRPWENLPVISYLLLRGKCSQCKAPISKRYPLVELTCAVLSA 120
PVFNLNRPRSSCPHCAHKIRPWENLPVISYLLLRGKCSQCKAPISKRYPLVELTCAVLSA 120
PVFNLNRPRSSCPHCAHKIRPWENLPVISYLLLRGKCSQCKAPISKRYPLVELTCAVLSA 120
**:****************** *************************************:

Ps248_pilD
Ps183_pilD
Ps203_pilD
Ps234_pilD
Ps236_pilD
Ps238_pilD
Ps480_pilD

YVAWHFGFGWQAAAMLVLGWGLLAMSLIDADHQLLPDSLVLPLLWLGLIVNAFGLFTSLN 180
YVAWHFGFGWQAAAMLVLVWGLLAMSLIDADHQLLPDSLVLPLLWLGLIVNAFGLFTSLN 180
YVAWHFGFGWQAAAMLVLSWGLLAMSLIDADHQLLPDSLVLPLLWLGLIVNAFGLFTSLN 180
YVAWHFGFGWQAAAMLVLSWGLLAMSLIDADHQLLPDSLVLPLLWLGLIVNAFGLFTSLN 180
YVAWHFGFGWQAAAMLVLSWGLLAMSLIDADHQLLPDSLVLPLLWLGLIVNAFGLFTSLN 180
YVAWHFGFGWQAAAMLVLSWGLLAMSLIDADHQLLPDSLVLPLLWLGLIVNAFGLFTSLN 180
YVAWHFGFGWQAAAMLVLSWGLLAMSLIDADHQLLPDSLVLPLLWLGLIVNAFGLFTSLN 180
****************** *****************************************

Ps248_pilD
Ps183_pilD
Ps203_pilD
Ps234_pilD
Ps236_pilD
Ps238_pilD
Ps480_pilD

DALWGAVAGYLALWSVFWLFKLVTGKEGMGYGDFKLLAMLGAWGGWQILPLTILLSSLVG 240
DALWGAVAGYLALWSVFWLFKLVTGKEGMGYGDFKLLAMLGAWGGWQILPLTILLSSLVG 240
DALWGAVAGYLALWSVFWLFKLVTGKEGMGYGDFKLLAMLGAWGGWQILPLTILLSSLVG 240
DALWGAVAGYLALWSVFWLFKLVTGKEGMGYGDFKLLAMLGAWGGWQILPLTILLSSLVG 240
DALWGAVAGYLALWSVFWLFKLVTGKEGMGYGDFKLLAMLGAWGGWQILPLTILLSSLVG 240
DALWGAVAGYLALWSVFWLFKLVTGKEGMGYGDFKLLAMLGAWGGWQILPLTILLSSLVG 240
DALWGAVAGYLALWSVFWLFKLVTGKEGMGYGDFKLLAMLGAWGGWQILPLTILLSSLVG 240
************************************************************

Ps248_pilD
Ps183_pilD
Ps203_pilD
Ps234_pilD
Ps236_pilD
Ps238_pilD
Ps480_pilD

AVLGVIMMRVRRVESGTPIPFGPYLAIAGWIALLWGGQITDSYMQFAGFR
AVLGVIMMRVRRVESGTPIPFGPYLAIAGWIALLWGGQITDSYMQFAGFR
AVLGVIMMRVRRVESGTPIPFGPYLAIAGWIALLWGGQITDSYMQFAGFR
AVLGVIMMRVRRVESGTPIPFGPYLAIAGWIALLWGGQITDSYMQFAGFR
AVLGVIMMRVRRVESGTPIPFGPYLAIAGWIALLWGGQITDSYMQFAGFR
AVLGVIMMRVRRVESGTPIPFGPYLAIAGWIALLWGGQITDSYMQFAGFR
AVLGVIMMRVRRVESGTPIPFGPYLAIAGWIALLWGGQITDSYMQFAGFR
**************************************************

290
290
290
290
290
290
290

Figure AII.9(Sup. Fig 9): Amino acid clustal alignment of P. syringae cotton pathogen PilD sequences.
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Figure AII.10(Sup. Fig. 10): Nucleotide alignment of the PilBCD operon and 5’ region.
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Figure AII.11(Sup. Fig. 11): GC content of PilBCD operon and 5’ region based on 200bp windows.
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Figure AII.12(Sup. Fig. 12): Amino acid alignment and predicted domains of Filamentous
Hemagglutinin: Hemagglutinin Activity Domains (light blue), Hemagglutinin Repeat Domains (blue and
orange), Pre-toxin domain with VENN motif (green), and MafB19-like deaminase (red).

Figure AII.13(Sup. Fig. 13): Genomic context of Filamentous Hemagglutinin genes. Orange highlighted
genes are annotated as being in the filamentous hemagglutinin family. The positions of other unrelated
genes are shown in green.
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MLST
A.

PilB
Ps203
Ps234

B.

Ps236
Ps238

Ps248

Ps480

Ps183

Ps248

Ps236

Ps234

Ps238

Ps203

Ps480
0.0001

Ps183
0.0046

PilC

C.

Ps236
Ps238

D.

PilD
Ps236
Ps238

Ps480

Ps480

Ps183

Ps234
Ps203

Ps248
Ps234

Ps248

Ps203

Ps183

0.0080

0.0010

Filamentous Hemagglutinin
Ps238
E.
Ps236
Ps480

Ps203
Ps234
Ps183
Ps248
0.0282

Figure AII-14 (Sup. Fig. 14): MLST and gene phylogenies of Type IV pilus genes and filamentous
hemagglutinin within P. syringae cotton pathogen genomes. Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic tree
based on amino acid sequences of A) Concatenated regions of house keeping genes: gyrB, rpoD, gap1,
and gltA. B) pilB, C) pilC, D) pilD, and E) Filamentous hemagglutinin within P. syringae cotton
pathogens. Branch labels are bootstrap percentage values based on 100 bootstraps.
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dN-dS Per Codon
2
1
0
-1
-2
-3
-4

PilB

PilC

PilD

Figure AII-15 (Sup. Fig. 15): dN-dS of the operons encoding pilB, pilC, and pilD genes of the Type IV
pilus. Nonsynonymous and synonymous substitutions were estimated based on maximum likelihood
reconstructions of the ancestral states of these genes. No codons were found to be significantly under
positive selection. Analyses were computed using Mega7 and included 7 nucleotide sequences encoded
by P. syringae cotton pathogens.

MLST

A.

Ps tabaci LMG5393
Ps coronafaciens 3113

Ps418
Ps238
Ps236
Ps480
Ps234
Ps183
Ps248
Ps203
Ps syringae B728A

.003

C.

Ps coronafaciens 3113
Ps183
Ps tabaci LMG5393
Ps234
Ps203
Ps418
Ps248
Ps tomato DC3000
Ps syringae B728A
Ps236
Ps238
Ps480
Ps cannabina CFBP 2341

Ps coronafaciens 3113
Ps183
Ps tabaci LMG5393

Ps234
Ps203
Ps418
Ps tomato DC3000
Ps syringae B728A
Ps480
Ps236
Ps238
Ps248
Ps cannabina CFBP 2341

Ps tomato DC3000
Ps cannabina CFBP 2341

PilC

PilB

B.

.007

D.

PilD
Ps coronafaciens 3113
Ps tabaci LMG5393
Ps236
Ps238
Ps480
Ps234
Ps203
Ps418
Ps183
Ps248
Ps syringae B728A
Ps tomato DC3000
Ps cannabina CFBP 2341

.010

.014

Figure AII-16 (Sup. Fig. 16): MLST and gene phylogenies of Type IV Pilus Genes spanning 5 P.
syringae phylogroups. Maximum Likelihood phylogenetic tree based on amino acid sequences of A)
concatenated regions of housekeeping genes: gyrB, rpoD, gap1, and gltA. B) pilB C) pilC D) pilD within
P. syringae pathogens across 5 phylogroups. Branch labels are bootstrap percentage values based on 100
bootstraps.
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Table AII.4(Sup. Table 4): Previously published genomes of P. syringae pathogens of tomato, kiwi, and
cherry used in this study
Strain

pathovar

NCPPB
1108

tomato

T1

tomato

K40

tomato

LNPV
17.41

tomato

A9

tomato

407

tomato

PT23

tomato

NYS-T1 tomato

Isolation Source
Solanum
lycopersicum
Solanum
lycopersicum
Solanum
lycopersicum
Solanum
lycopersicum
Solanum
lycopersicum
Solanum
lycopersicum
Solanum
lycopersicum
Solanum
lycopersicum

Country, Year

Sequenced

GenBank
Accession

UK 1961

Cai et al 2011

ADGA

Canada 1986

Almedia et al 2009

ABSM

USA 2005

Cai et al 2011

ADFY

France 1996

Cai et al 2011

ADFZ

USA 1996

Thapa et al 2016

LNKY

USA 1997

Thapa et al 2016

LNKZ

USA1990

Meaden et al 2017

MSDS

USA 2009

Jones et al 2015

JRRA

syr9097

syringae

Prunus avium

UK 2010

Hulin et al 2018

CP026568

syr5275

syringae

Prunus avium

UK 1990

Hulin et al 2018

NBAP

syr7924

syringae

Prunus avium

UK 2000

Nowell et al 2016

LIHR

syr9656

syringae

Prunus avium

UK 2012

Hulin et al 2018

MLEM

syr7928A syringae

Prunus avium

UK 2000

Hulin et al 2018

NBAL

R1-5244 morsprunorum Prunus avium

UK 1960

Hulin et al 2018

R2-leaf

UK 2014

Hulin et al 2018

morsprunorum Prunus avium

CP026557–
CP026561
CP026562–
CP026567

avii3846 avii

Prunus avium

France 1991

Nowell et al 2016

LIIJ

PsaJ2

actinidiae

Actinidia chinensis

Japan 1988

Mazzaglia et al 2012

AGNQ

NZLV-14 actinidiae

Actinidia deliciosa

McCann et al 2013

AOKG

NZLV-18 actinidiae

Actinidia chinensis

McCann et al 2013

AOKE

NZLV-6 actinidiae

Actinidia chinensis

McCann et al 2013

AOKJ

PsaK26

actinidiae

Actinidia chinensis

Korea 1997

McCann et al 2013

AOJW

NZV13

actinidiae

Actinidia deliciosa

New Zealand
2010

McCann et al 2013

AOKO

PsaJ35

actinidiae

Actinidia deliciosa

Japan 1984

McCann et al 2013

AOKP-3

New Zealand
2010
New Zealand
2010
New Zealand
2010
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Appendix III: Cotton Bacterial Blight
Resistance Across the Parents of a Nested
Association Mapping Population
Introduction
Canonical plant resistance genes are dominantly inherited genes that confer qualitative
resistance to pathogens1. The most well studied family of resistance proteins are nucleotide
binding leucine-rich repeat (NB-LRR) proteins. These proteins either directly or indirectly
recognize the presence of pathogen effectors within the cell and trigger a rapid cell death at the
site of the infection2,3. This reaction is microscopic under field conditions. However, when high
concentrations of bacteria are injected into the host, a large necrotic lesion develops at the site of
the injection approximately two days after inoculation. This phenotype allows for quick and
accurate screening of plant germplasm.
Many Xanthomonas citri pv. malvacearum (Xcm) resistance genes have been roughly
mapped in the Gossypium hirsutum genome4,5. When deployed in parallel, they confer durable
resistance to this disease6. However, the genetic basis for this resistance is still unknown. A
nested association mapping (NAM) population has recently been developed that will enable finer
mapping of resistance genes and ultimately the identification of the resistance gene itself.
Tyagi et al. genotyped 381 diverse accessions of G. hirsutum and identified a core set of
53 accessions that span 96% of the diversity7. These 53 accessions have each been crossed with
both (Xcm susceptible) parental lines of the population: accessions DIV 017 Acala Maxxa and
DIV126 DES56. The progeny were allowed to self-pollinate for six generations, ensuring
homozygosity of the resulting lines and maximum opportunities for cross-over to mix parental
DNA. Screening the resulting lines will enable fine mapping of resistance genes after
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preliminary experiments are completed. Here I describe a Xcm resistance screen for the parents
of the NAM population to identify candidate accessions for mapping resistance genes.
Methods
Forty-seven of the 53 accessions were screened for resistance to ten strains of Xcm in
order to identify candidates for mapping resistance genes. The remaining six accessions were not
screened due to germination issues. Briefly, the screen was performed by inoculating bacterial
cultures with an OD600 of 0.01 in 10 mM MgCl2 into fully expanded leaves with a needleless
syringe. Inoculated plants were kept in a room with 50% humidity. Symptoms were assessed two
or more days later.
Results
Twenty-eight accessions displayed water soaking at the site of the inoculation, a typical
susceptible response (Table AIII.1). Ten accessions displayed unclear responses due to plant
damage and pest infestations that obscured results as well as incomplete resistance responses.
The incomplete resistance may have been caused by minor resistance alleles or simply a
response to abiotic stress. Nine accessions triggered a resistance response to each Xcm strain
during 3 experimental replicates. Interestingly, these accessions are phylogenetically divergent,
suggesting that multiple sources of resistance have been identified (Figure AIII.1).
In order to determine if the source of resistance within these genomes was a single
dominantly inherited gene, the seven resistant accessions were crossed with DIV 017 Acala
Maxxa, a susceptible accession. The progeny was self-fertilized to develop an F2 population.
Three populations were screened for resistance. Individuals within two of these populations still
showed unclear symptoms. However, the population created with DIV 042 Arkot 8102 showed
clear symptoms including 26 resistant and eight susceptible individuals, demonstrating a 76%
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resistant 24% susceptible population. This is close to the 3:1 ratio of resistant to susceptible lines
that would be expected if one parent had a single, dominantly inherited resistance gene.
Table AIII.1: Resistance and susceptibility of G. hirsutum NAM parents to Xcm.
Resistant

Susceptible

Unclear

DIV 042 Arkot 8102

DIV 002 Acala 111Rogers

DIV 059 CA23

DIV 046 BJAGI NECT

DIV 012 Acala 5

DIV206-1 LBBCDBOAKH-1-90

DIV 063 CABD3CABCH-1-89

DIV 017 Acala Maxxa

DIV237

DIV 066 CAHUGIBBCS -1-88

DIV 034 Allen 33

DIV269

DIV 176-1 H1220

DIV 040 Arkansas 10

DIV237 Paymaster 101

DIV 206-1 LBBCDBOAKH-1-90

DIV079 Coker201

DIV245 Paymaster hs200

DIV 245 Paymaster HS200

DIV096 CS-8610

DIV256 PD2165

DIV 319 SPNXCHGIBH-1-94 -1

DIV106 Deltapine 14

DIV269 PD93009

DIV 347 Tamcot Luxor-1

DIV126 DES56

DIV272 PD93030

DIV128 Dixie King

DIV 316 Southland M1

DIV134 Earlistaple 7
DIV136 Empire
DIV141 Express 121
DIV144 FJA
DIV168 Gregg35
DIV 169 GSA74
DIV 178-1 HALF AND HALF
DIV 184-1 HOPI MOENCOPI
DIV 195-1 La.850082FN
DIV 209-1 LOCKETT 88
DIV 211-1 M.U.8B UA 7-44
DIV 230 NC88-95
DIV 232 New Boykin
DIV 246 Paymaster HS26
DIV 249 PD 0013
DIV 255 PD 2164
DIV 263 PD 781
DIV 264 PD 785
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Figure AIII.1: Positions of nine resistant NAM parents on global dendrogram of 378 G. hirsutum
accessions adapted from Tyagi et al. 2014. The dendrogram was created by Tyagi et al. using the
neighbor joining method with a distance matrix generated with 120 SSR markers. Colors represent
STRUCTURE analysis correlating to the four cotton growing areas: Western (red), Southwest (blue),
Midsouth (yellow), and Eastern (green)7.

Future Directions
Now that F6 populations have been generated, 100 progeny will be screened for
resistance, starting with the populations created with DIV 042 Arkot 8102. These individuals
will then be re-sequenced to identify DIV 042 Arkot 8102 genomic regions that correlate with
resistance. In parallel, RenSeq could be performed to further narrow down the list of potential
resistance genes. RenSeq (short for resistance gene enrichment and sequencing) uses a custom
developed chip of putative NB-LRR genes to sequence segregating populations and identify
resistance genes that are present in only resistant individuals8. BLAST searches of 560 annotated
NB-LRR resistance genes from Arabidopsis thaliana and Medicago truncatula have already
resulted in 673 putative NB-LRR genes that can be used to develop a chip for RenSeq. This work
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will significantly contribute to the understanding of Xcm resistance in cotton and aid in breeding
Xcm resistance into more farmer preferred varieties.
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